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Greetings and Welcome! 

 

Do What Thou Wilt Shall Be The Whole of The Law and Do What Thou Wilt As Long As It 

Corresponds With Thy Will! 

 

Welcome, to the first edition of The Blood Moon which is the Official Journal/Magazine 

of the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church. It is true that The Blood Moon isnôt your typical 

magazine but it is not quite a journal either. There may come a time down the road when The 

Blood Moon undertakes a drastic change into a full fledge magazine but then again that may 

never happen. If you or anyone have anything that you wish to submit such as an essay, story, 

poetry, even a video (a link will be given), art, information of any sort and so on, just send me an 

email and weôll talk. Would you like to see The Blood Moon have a section on anything specific 

or an essay on anything specific? Feel free to forward your ideas to me and weôll talk. In fact if 

you have any ideas as to how I can make The Blood Moon better then please email me. 

The Blood Moon is split into five sections which covers each a subject in specific. The 

section entitled In General is used for anything that doesnôt relate directly to the Esoteric Gnostic 

Catholic Church. The second section is Pentalphe which offers essays and articles about 

Pentalphe and the Pentacalians views on subjects. The third section is The Esoteric Gnostic 

Catholic Church which deals specifically with issues concerning the Church. The Rosarium 

Ministry is one such thing and will most likely make recurring appearances. Holidays and 

Festival days will be reviewed. The fourth and fifth sections deal with the two main branches of 

the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church; The Luciferian Church of Azazelites and The Temple of 

the Rosarium Serpent. Obviously the LCA sections will only be dealing with things covering 

Pentacalian Satanism and The Luciferian Church of Azazelites. The TRS section will only be 

dealing with Pagan Catholicism (Pentacalian) and The Temple of the Rosarium Serpent.  

 The Blood Moon will make quarterly appearances but not on specific dates. For anyone 

that would like to receive updates on The Blood Moon and when it will be released send me an 

email. If there is anything that anyone might want to ask me or any material that you would like 

to submit for the Journal/Magazine just email me at esotericgnosticcatholicchurch@yahoo.com. 

If you do not have a Yahoo Account then you may contact me through 

esotericgnosticcatholicchurch@gmail.com. When you are writing the e-mail please make sure 

that you specifically state the reason for the e-mail in the subject box so that it isnôt mistaken for 

junk mail. I urge you to also check out the EGCC WordPress at 

http://www.esotericgnosticcatholicchurch.wordpress.com/. The EGCC MySpace can be found at 

http://www.myspace.com/esotericgnosticchurch777.  

 

mailto:esotericgnosticcatholicchurch@yahoo.com
mailto:esotericgnosticcatholicchurch@gmail.com
http://www.esotericgnosticcatholicchurch.wordpress.com/
http://www.myspace.com/esotericgnosticchurch777
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Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

High Priest ï Ty Laney  

 

 

 

In General 

 

Mystical Woman 

Ty Laney 

 

Women O So Beautiful 

Pretty and Dainty 

Like Glitters Upon A Spring Time Pond 

Shining As A Star In The Sky 

On A Mystical Night 

When The Owls Hoot 

And Bats Swarm The Fruit Trees 

Moon Luminating Your Heart 

As If It Were Your Lantern 

Bright and Glistening 

Luminating Even The Night of Pan 

The Man In The Moon 

Watching You Bathe In The Lake 

Washing Your Hair of Amber 

Splashing Water On Your Rosy Cheeks 

As You Smile At The Moon's Reflection In The Water 

You Comb Your Hair Out Gently 

Hair Covering Up Your Voluptuous Breasts 

Cleavage As Fine As Diamonds 

Eyes of Sapphire 

Hair of Amber 
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Skin of An Angel 

Heart of Rubies and Silver 

The Moon and Love Intertwined 

Lilith Is Born! 

The Man In The Moon 

Smiling As He Watches 

Thy Mystical Woman Bathe 

In The Waters of Lumination 

Bright As A Star In The Night Sky 

Frater Luminus Shines Down Upon 

Soror Nocturnis, The Vampiress of Love 

Fangs Blood Red and Yearning For Frater Luminus 

 

Frater Luminus Yearning for Soror Nocturnis 

Hair of Hair of Ambers Join 

As Lips of Rubies Kiss 

Hands Grasping Each Other 

Thigh Against Thigh 

Face To Face 

Love So Passionate 

In Their Union Is Born Unto Them 

Lilith, The Queen of Night 

Lips Blood Red 

Beauty As Luminus As The Moon 

Breasts of A Goddess 

Face of Her Mother 

Hair As Black As Night 

Heart of Luminating Silver Embroidered With Rubies 

Love of Mysteries 

A Mysterious Lover You Are 

Sweet and Precious 

As Rubies and Your Beautiful Mother 

O How Lucky Is The Faunus Who Is Your Lover 

O So Lucky He Is 

Even Pan Shall Smile At Your Love 

For You Are The Meaning of True Love 
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Kiss The Night of Pan 

With The Bloody Lips of Lilith 

The Moon and The Lady of the Lake 

Watching Your Love Swarm Like A Snake 

The Bats Eating of The Fruit Trees 

Crickets Turping You A Song of Romance 

Sweet Enough For Royalty 

Sweet Is Your Love 

Precious Is Your Love 

Beautiful Is Your Love 

Arousing Is Your Love 

As Is His Satyr Form 

Horns of Authority 

Cup of Virginity 

Union of Love 

Make and Love 

Love and Make 

In The Name of Agape 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

\ 
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Cult of Cthulhu  

 

In this world of darkness, of chaos, and of turmoil there are new religions and 

philosophies that arise. Some are beneficial while others are malignant to the very soul of 

humanity. Through all of this there is one form of religious gathering that has become a cult 

media term and that one thing is something that almost EVERYONE will shun away from 

because of their own ignorance and of their own slothfulness to LEARN! With this I present to 

you the most dreadful and brainwashing word in the entire human language: CULT! Throughout 

the history of the world and religion there has been cults and tile this day cults still exist but what 

kind of cults? Most people that you ask "what is a cult?" will reply, probably without ever 

looking the word up in a dictionary, ña cult is a brainwashing organization that will lead to mass 

suicide!ò It is true that these types of cults have existed in history and still do today. There are 

really only three forms of cults in the world and probably the Universe. 

1. Cults that recruit gatherers through some religious, philosophical, conspiracy (the world will 

end, aliens are going to enslave humanity, apes will become our slave masters etc.) beliefs which 

will, in due time, result in the Leader informing his/her "disciples" that the only way to reach 

heaven etc. before the world ends etc. is to commit suicide. Obviously these people who were 

brainwashed do not view this as suicide but as, a Holy/Sacred Completion etc.  

2. This second type of a Cult is the exact same as the first one except for the suicide fiesta. This 

second group are those that can only be termed as True Cultists in the sense of what people 

believe a cult is today: A gathering of brainwashed and/or fanatical individuals seeking to obey 

and follow commands from an unseen or unrecognized entity, individual etc. They wish to 

conquer the world or awaken some deity, entity etc. to rule the world or destroy it etc. These are 

the kind of people that try to help Lucifer, Satan, and the Devil etc. to rule the world and lead 

everyone away from God. Actually in my own personal opinion it wouldn't be a bad thing to 

demolish what Christianity has become! What ever happened to "Love your neighbor?" etc. I ask 

you Christianity, where the fuck is the GOD DAMN LOVE you bastards???? I'm here and I'm 

queer and I want some lovin' from you cunt munchers!
1
 

3. This type of cult is, in my opinion what a cult really is, a gathering of individuals united under 

a religious view point(s) which does not consist of brainwashing or any other form of 

manipulation. A religious gathering? Where the fuck, have I heard that one before? Does 

CHRISTIANITY ring a bell? So, if a Cult is a, religious gathering even when things such as 

                                                           
1
 LMGDFAS = Laughing My God Damn Fucking Ass Off or ROFLMGDFAO = Rolling On Floor Laughing My God Damn 

Fucking Ass Off. Sometimes you have to be blunt to get the what you want across or in other words to get people 
to open  their minds and understand. When L ǎŀȅ άǉǳŜŜǊέ L ŀƳ ǊŜŦŜǊǊƛƴƎ ǘƻ ƛǘǎ ƻǊƛƎƛƴŀƭ ŘŜŦƛƴƛǘƛƻƴ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƛǎ άǿŜƛǊŘέ 
and not homosexual, I am not homosexual or bisexual.  
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Brainwashing, Fanaticism, Suicide, Human and Animal Sacrifice, Sexual Aggression, and 

control etc. are involved then I guess Christianity falls under that category! 

Aside from Cults being a threat to humanity let us talk about something of real 

importance and oh wait did I forget to mention, that the Cult of Cthulhu is a threat to humanity! 

This Eldritch and Emerald Cult is a combination between the second and third types of cults. The 

Cult of Cthulhu is by no means something that you have already seen or heard about, it is not 

like other cults. The Cult of Cthulhu is different and more important than most of that cult leader, 

brainwashing bullshit that has spawned out of the sexually depraved and abused individuals of 

our society because IT is Truth and IT is Real! Ok, so maybe that wasn't the greatest reason as to 

why the Cult of Cthulhu will thrive to succeed and evolve in the future.  

This dreaded Emerald of alien, chaotic, and demonic essence has erupted from the very 

mind and soul of the Eldritch High Priest Venger As'Nas Satanis. Yes, the Cult of Cthulhu is 

based upon the Cthulhu Mythos, the Necronomicon, Howard Phillip Lovecraft stories and much 

much more. So, many people do not take the Cthulhu Mythos or the Necronomicon seriously but 

would in turn take the Goetia seriously, why? The Goetia is just as fictitious as the Dreaded 

Necronomicon! The Goetic Spirits or Demons have been argued over whether if they were real 

or not; some magickians even say that they are merely representations of the brain or psyche. 

Entities like Baal and Astaroth were never demons but deities of Sumer. The exact same can be 

said of Cthulhu and other Lovecraftian or Necronomicon entities. Names are changed but they 

are as real as you and I.  

Well, actually when it comes to the Cthulhu Cult among other traditions the world and 

universe is imaginary, one giant illusion. The world and universe are both physical and non - 

physical but for the most part we live in realities of consciousness. To most people "conscious" 

means either feeling guilty or being aware. It is a well, known fact that there is a Consciousness 

and Sub-consciousness; the subconscious will try to send our consciousness messages but the 

conscious will not always accept them because, according to this belief, we cannot handle the 

TRUTH! When this occurs the subconscious waits to we fall asleep which is when we are able to 

travel through our subconscious. This is called dreaming and at this point we are also open to the 

spirit world, astral plane, other planes of existence etc. so we are also able to accept certain truths 

that we would normally have been unable to accept if consciously awake (awake as being not 

asleep). When you dream of things that make no sense at all like being in a city combined of 

ancient Egypt and Atlantis, storms overhead and you walk into a temple that is adorned with 

statues of Baboons. You look down and see a clear water stream going through the temple. At 

this point you, when this occurs, your subconscious is sending you messages that will be 

acceptable to you. The messages do not have to be ñcommon thinkingò for you however.  

These Realities of Consciousness are similar to the above example of dream images and 

messages. Most of us live on the same planet but within a different universe and world. Part of it 

is a projection of our soul while the other half is illusion that we have been taught to seek and 
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live in. This, persons reality is combined of either what they believe is "logic" and/or "scientific." 

The best example of this is a person who avoids subjects like magick, ghosts, aliens, the 

supernatural, the paranormal, and religion (sometimes) etc. This person has such a hard time 

believing that another human being could believe in a Higher Being or Creator of the Universe or 

that Aliens exist in this giant void of space we call the Universe. They will literally cry out about 

how this is not reality and is far from it. While they do this you can sit back and watch them 

actually work themselves into a psychotic episode. This is what happens when you keep your 

mind closed to all possible answers. I personally do not believe that we evolved from apes but I 

do believe it could be a possibility. This brings us to another subject regarding these closed 

minded individuals, science. People put so much faith into science and ignore the things that go 

terribly wrong. "Aliens don't exist because science has not proven it yet!" then in ten years from 

now the entire world bears witness to an Extraterrestrial Life Form (ELF) and these people say, 

"What? I never said that about science, we always knew aliens existed" etc. I hate this kind of 

thinking because for one itôs not real and two they are killing themselves. When you enter into 

this state of mind something as little as seeing an UFO can put you into a loony bin. 

For decades people have been sent to Mental Institutions just for believing in MAGICK 

or GHOSTS! Kids get it the worst and itôs even worse when they try to commit suicide. You cut 

your wrists and all the sudden your mentally unstable and mentally unhealthy. Did it ever occur 

to anyone that they are just tired of living in this shit [w]hole of a life? If this is what life, 

consists of then why even bring a child into it? Kill your own species but stop having kids, then 

see how the government likes it! Luckily, aside from all these, mind controlling, brain washing, 

fascist organizations there are still a good bit of people today that have a fairly good grip on the 

understanding of reality etc. The problem is that there is no Reality; its only conscious and 

subconscious, physical and non - physical, alive and dead, asleep and awake etc. Reality is what 

we consciously perceive as our surrounding environment but what we perceive is an illusion and 

lie because we have been taught that way! 

One of the first and most important of goals for the Cthulhu Cultist is to Awaken! 

Humans are asleep in the sense that they are un-aware of their Worth, of their Purpose, of their 

Goal, of their Gifts, and that they are sleeping etc. Most humans live with magick and the ability 

to change their reality but they choose to ignore it or they have no clue that it is there. Some 

people accept it but when things begin to change and bend to their Will they get scared and leave 

it alone as if it is a life threatening dis-ease! This proves that not everyone is ready to enter upon 

the Path of Magick but anyone and everyone can and eventually Will enter the world of Magick. 

Venger Satanis is not ignorant of the universe that neither surrounds us nor is he such a fool as to 

accept Modern Science as our reality or as the Universal Paradigm! Science of different forms 

are useful to a degree but as with everything it has become subject to the ideas and prejudice of 

Scientists. As much as people hate to admit it, Magick and Science are akin to each other. They 

both venture into the unknown but one ventures into the supernatural while the other ventures 
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into the natural. It is true that both Science and Magick inter-lap at these sections but regardless 

of their differentiating levels, they are both important to the Magickian!  

The Cthulhu Cultist is encouraged to create their own paradigm consisting of material 

that is pleasing to the individual. Chaos magick delves within a branch of magick that gives or 

rather restores life/existence to an already widely believed concept of pure fiction! One of the 

most well, known fictional paradigms to be used not only by Chaotes
2
 is the Cthulhu Mythos. 

Some say that H.P. Lovecraft based the entities within the Mythos upon ancient gods and 

goddesses of Sumerian mythology
3
 etc. While others believe that these entities, including the 

Great Emerald Pope Himself  (Cthulhu), are very REAL! Whether if these entities exist as un-

imagined creatures or if they are merely aspects of our mind is up to the Cultist! 

Reading Cthulhu Cult and Liber A:O, which are part of the Cult of Cthulhu Bible 

Trilogy, we learn that the Cthulhu Cultist views the Formless Black Essence or Chaos as the All. 

They believe that the Universe is against humanities progression to grow spiritually therefore it 

is thwarted by the Universe. What exactly is the Universe in this sense? In basic terms the 

Universe is the equivalent to the Demiurge. Reincarnation takes place as something completely 

different from what most people view reincarnation as. I should state that the Fourth Way by 

P.D. Ouspensky and G.I. Gurdjieff play an extremely crucial part in the Cthulhu Cult Religion. 

In many ways this religion has a structure based on the mixing of Cthulhu Mythos, Fourth Way, 

Satanism and Chaos belief. When the soul leaves the body after physical death occurs, the soul is 

placed within this pool or recycled soul matter. It then rests there until it is pulled out and 

bestowed upon a human. This recycled soul bears the traits of numerous other souls or 

personalities which gives birth to the many ñIôsò within the Cultist. Due to the fact that the 

Cultist believes in many different Iôs within themselves they shun the idea of Individuality. They 

donôt believe that a person is made up of one personality which is in all honesty true no matter 

what religion or philosophy you belong to.  

In the end the ultimate goal of the Cthulhu Cultist and the Cthulhu Cult is to release the 

Great Old Ones upon this world and for a sky of Crimson Verde Chaos to cover the skies, for His 

Eldritch and Impure presence to Awake the Cultist and to rule the world a Green Tentacle! 

Ia Ia Cthulhu Fhtagn! 

Ia Ia The Great Old Ones! 

Ia Ia Cult of Cthulhu! 

Ia Ia The Formless Black Essence! 

By Serbahk Nect (Ty Laney) 

 

                                                           
2
 Chaote is a term used to describe a Chaos Mage. 

3
 The Cult of Cthulhu believes that these Eldritch Monstrosities of Lovecraftian Proportion are even older than the 
ǿƻǊƭŘΩǎ ƻƭŘŜǎǘ ŎƛǾƛƭƛȊŀǘƛƻƴΦ !ŦǘŜǊ ŀƭƭ /ǘƘǳƭƘǳ ŀƴŘ ƻǘƘŜǊ hƭŘ hƴŜǎ  ƴŜǾŜǊ ƻǊƛƎƛƴŀǘŜŘ ƻƴ 9ŀǊǘƘΗ 
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Interview With High Priest  

Venger AsôNas Satanis 

 
Venger Satanis - 

Taken by and approved by Venger Satanis 

 

Here is a Question/Answer interview I had with High Priest Venger AsôNas Satanis of the 

Cthulhu Cult.  

 

Q. In, Your own words what is the Cult of Cthulhu?  

A.  My answer would usually depend on who I'm talking to.  For some, it's a place to learn and 

grow as a person, for others it's a place to become more powerful so as to make an impact on the 

world.  You are asleep right now, our religion teaches people how to wake up. 

 

Q. Why did you choose to follow the Path of the Old Ones? 

A.  It suited my purpose.  The Great Old Ones are trying to Awaken as well.  I could have 

substituted Cthulhu and Yog-Sothoth for Satan or Set or Crom if I wanted, but Lovecraft did it 

best. 

 

Q. What are the benefits of joining the Cult of Cthulhu? 
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A.  Free tentacles and all the cake you can eat!  But seriously, the individual must decide what he 

really wants and achieving that will be his benefit. 

 

Q. How would our readers, if they wish to, become a member of the dreaded Cult of Cthulhu? 

And, where would they go to learn more about this eldritch tentacled religion? 

A.  Go to our website, that's the best place to start:  CultofCthulhu.net 

 

Q. What can You tell us about the dreaded tomes known as Cthulhu Cult and Liber A:O? 

A.  Those are book I and II of our Cult's bible.  Cthulhu Cult is more of an introduction to what 

we're about.  Liber A:O gets more in-depth. 

 

Q. Some time ago Your YouTube Channel (High Priest Satanis) was hacked into and one of the 

videos that You had up (which is still up) was one with You looking for Your Emerald Woman 

and High Priestess! Would You care to elaborate on Your ideal Woman in case one of our 

readers is interested? I understand that youôre new YouTube Channel 

ishttp://www.youtube.com/user/theichor. 

 

A.  Haha, ok.  My ideal woman is voluptuous, tall, blonde, intelligent, passionate, confident, 

submissive, loyal, fun-loving, sexual, likes sci-fi /horror, willing and able to bear children, along 

with having a great sense of humor.   

 

Ia Ia Cthulhu Fhtagn! 

Ia Ia The Great Old Ones! 

Ia Ia Cult of Cthulhu! 

Ia Ia The Formless Black Essence! 

By Serbahk Nect (Ty Laney) 
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ANTIXPIǑTOǰ 

The Secret Name of Nuit 

 

ANTIXPIɆTOɠ or Antichristos can be found at http://blogs.myspace.com/roibyrtjosephmusic along 

with his other blogs. They range from numerous topics such as numerology to Egyptian concept 

of the Soul. I am posting these blogs here so to get the word out. This is the first blog that he 

wrote on MySpace but the other blogs are not poems. If you like his writings then please check 

them out, leave a comment and kudos if you like.  

 

ñDo what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law, 

what glad word I bring, I give unto Nu. 

Thou lighten 'The Fall's' shadowed fatalist flaw, 

wilt existence be joy if not unto You? 

Shall I give to man Your name You gave to me? 

Be it retro or pro, with it they'll 'gress, 

the best would be trans, of sin to be free! 

Whole men shall arise then, as kings no less! 

Of readiness for this man's at best uncouth, 

the Sphinx is silent to protect man from truth... 

Law of Silence be damned! Her name is NOX NUTH!ò 

By  

Roibyrt Joseph Music 

 

 

 

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney 

 

 

http://blogs.myspace.com/roibyrtjosephmusic
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Pentalphe 

 

The Goddess of the Month - 

Juno 

 

 Juno is the Roman Goddess that had several aspects to Herself which were different in all 

but similar. For the most part Juno was the protector of Roman People. She was the wife of 

Jupiter (Zeus for the Greeks) and mother to the deities, Mars (Ares), Minerva
4
 (Athena), and 

Vulcan (Hephaestus). She is known to the Greeks as Hera which is the wife of Zeus. Juno is 

unique unto Pentalphe
5
 because as the matron

6
 goddess of Rome She was called Regina which is 

Latin for Queen. This is unique because the Goddess is called Queen in the Sanctus Regina or 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

 She was recognized by the Roman people as being the Mother of a triad of Goddesses. 

Juno Capitolina was made up of Juno, Minerva and Jupiter. She guards the finances of the 

Roman Empire as Juno Moneta which the ancients (Romans or older?) translated as ñone who 

warns.ò She also had a war side to Her which was generally understood due to Her attire which 

consisted of armor and a goatskin. The goatskin was an aspect of the attire of the Greek Goddess, 

Athena. Probably the most important aspect of Juno for Pentalphe, next to Her in general, is 

Lucina or Juno Lucina. Lucina, like the Latin word Lucis, means light. Lucina was a Goddess of 

marriage, watch over women in child birth and protecting children. Lucina was also identified 

with the phrase, ñShe who brings children into the Light!ò This can be understood as several 

things. One of which is childbirth; that the child is coming out of darkness (womb) and into the 

Light! For the Pentacalian it also represents the Liberation of Children, helping them to see the 

Demiurge for what He really is! 

 The word June is said to come from Her name even though the holidays that She is 

celebrated upon do not coincide with the month of June. The first holiday is Matronalia or 

Matronales Feriae which fell on March 1
st
 then there was Nonae Caprotinae (Nones of the Wild 

                                                           
4
 Minerva/Athena are extremely important to a Pentacalian because they are two of the many versions of the 

Goddess, Sophia.  
5
 The Pentacalian and reader should note that Pentalphe as the religious philosophy set down in the Esoteric 

Gnostic Catholic Church by Ty Laney did NOT exist before the summer of 2008! 
6
 ¢ƘŜ ǿƻǊŘ ΨǇŀǘǊƻƴΩ ŀǇǇŜŀǊǎ ǘƻ ŎƻƳŜ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ [ŀǘƛƴ ǿƻǊŘ ΨǇŀǘŜǊΩ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƳŜŀƴǎ ΨŦŀǘƘŜǊΦΩ ¢ƘŜ ǿƻǊŘ ΨƳŀǘǊƻƴΩ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƛǎ 
ǎƻ ǎƛƳƛƭŀǊ ǘƻ ΨǇŀǘǊƻƴΩ ŎƻƳŜǎ ŦǊƻƳ ǘƘŜ [ŀǘƛƴ ǿƻǊŘ ΨƳŀǘŜǊΩ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƳŜŀƴǎ ΨƳƻǘƘŜǊΦΩ ! ǇŀǘǊƻƴ ƎƻŘ ƛǎ ŀ ŦŀǘƘŜǊ ƎƻŘ ŀƴŘ ŀ 
matron goddess is a mother goddess. This means that your patron/matron deity is the head fe/male deity of your 
belief system. 
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Fit) which was held upon July 7
th
. It is said that he month of June is lucky to marry upon because 

of the months associations with Juno. 

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney 
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Pentalphe and the Concept of Sin 

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law and Do what thou wilt as long as it 

corresponds with thy Will! 

 

ñThe only Sin that there is, is the Sin of Lying to Oneôs Self!ò 

Guardian of the Graal ï Ty Laney 

 

 To lie to Your Self is to indulge in the act of Sin in the paradigm that is Pentalphe. The 

Pentacalian should understand that You will not burn in eternal Hell fire for all of eternity until 

Judgment Day and get on the bad side of some moncho boss god! To the Pentacalian Hell is 

simply a place of Renewal or Spiritual Death. The Hell of a Pentacalian is the same as the Abyss 

of Choronzon ï in fact they are both used within Pentalphe. Choronzon is the Personal Satan or 

Adversary and the Abyss is Your own Personal Hell. So, needless to say that Choronzon and the 

Abyss are unique unto to each other. Your Personal Satan or Choronzon which is unique unto 

you, is not Your enemy per se. Choronzon is the Psychological and Literal conception of Satan 

as a Liberating Harlequin. Is Satan and Choronzon the same being
7
? Satan is the Great Trickster 

while Choronzon is the Great Illusionist or Demon of Dispersion; You be the judge!  

 The only times that You will enter into the Abyss or come into contact with it are not 

when you prepare Your Self to Traverse the Abyss. The Abyss is a link associated and connected 

with your mind. Your mind is in turn connected with Your Consciousness and Sub-

consciousness, so the Abyss more than just a place. The Abyss and Satan are similar in the sense 

that they both affect the Individual with emotional changes such as anger or depression. Satan is 

the Great Trickster Coyote/Raven! Satan is the Adversary of Man in that Satan seeks to release 

Humanity from the Grip of Demiurgic Rule! When people say that Satan is against God, they are 

really saying that Satan is against the False God or Ialdabaoth. Why do we refer to Satan as an 

Adversary to Man when Satan actually helps Humanity? Satan will trick us by any means 

necessary to teach us a lesson, to help us grow as an individual and as a society. We perceive 

Satan as an Adversary because of this, in our machine programmed minds when you are tricked 

by someone you will channel some emotion, generally anger or fear, towards that person. Satan 

is not out to get us but to help us escape this culture trap. 

                                                           
7
 Being ς Existing Entity or State of Being as in Existence. 
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 When you enter into the Darkest Night of the Soul you are faced with Doubt. Doubt is the 

very essence of the Darkest Night of the Soul and once upon this path you must follow its 

walkway thatôs accompanied with the eerie stillness of trees long dead. The clouds, a darkening 

blue with an atmosphere of ashen existence. You walk upon the Path of Morality! You will begin 

to learn about yourself once you are upon the progression of this path. You will be faced with 

doubt such as ñAm I on the right path?,ò ñMaybe I should go back to him/her?,ò ñDid I make the 

right decision?,ò ñAm I going to Hell for being a witch?.ò Let the doubt fall into your mind but 

do NOT fall back! Find in Yourself the Answer and it will come to You! The Darkest Night of 

the Soul is similar to the Abyss Experience but not quite the same thing. The Darkest Night is 

emanated from the Soul through the Abyss. The Darkest Night will tempt You to forget who 

You are and to lose Yourself to emptiness. You must never allow Yourself to Fall down into the 

Abyss nor shall You ever Willing degress into the Abyss when beaten! You must raise Yourself 

up and allow Your Angelôs Hand to pull Thee up into the Light of Heaven!  

When, You find Yourself veiled with doubt of the divine, depression of the self, 

melancholy of the world and feel as if thereôs never an escape hole, dread not for the Escape 

[W]Hole is in Yourself. Darkness and Light intertwine to form the Soul but only one or both will 

decide which manifests in this life. Prayer as words is not the key. Meaningless movements in a 

useless ritual will not bring You any closer to Your desire. Believe in Yourself and move 

forward into the Abyss for You must face the Un-seen. Doubt can and must be conquered but 

only You can figure out how! 

The Darkest Night of the Soul has nothing to do with Karma but everything to do with 

Fate. You create Your own Fate but there is a Destined Fate for Humanity. For each Individual 

there are aspects that they must experience or come in contact with for growth or for another 

aspect of their life (and otherôs lives in some cases) to reveal it-self. The Darkest Night of the 

Soul is something that everyone goes through. It is something that must be dealt with which will 

also determine whether if Youôre are Strong or Weak. When I say weak I am referring to the 

Proud and Vain people of society, to the Bigots and Racists of our community, and to the 

Religious Fundamentalists and Fascists of the World!  

Pentalphe may be considered a renovated version of Christianity
8
 but IT IS NOT based 

on the False Views of the Apostle Peter! Sin and Hell exist in Pentalphe but they are not subject 

to the atrocious views of the Christian Church! The Pentacalian lives life freely but yet with 

regulations or rules of conduct. One of the biggest issues will, without a doubt, be sexuality. I 

cover that in another article in this magazine/journal. Pentalphe does not shun away from the 

idea or Practice of Black Magick. The Pentacalian is NOT required to learn the Dark Arts but 

they are highly recommended to accept the belief that if they are done wrong then something 

MUST be done about it. This can be anything from a Destruction Ritual to knocking on the that 

individualôs door and shoving a Restriction Order in their face! You wouldnôt feel guilty about 

                                                           
8
 Pagan Catholicism is in a sense, a renovated version of Christianity. 
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the getting a Restriction Order though but You might begin to feel guilty after You ritually 

destroyed Your enemy! Guilt is a gift from the Demiurge to all of his little mind slaves! Satan 

utilizes guilt to help us to move forward. The Pentacalian views guilt as a tool and not a burden 

but it can become a burden when allowed to. You are in Control of Your OWN Life therefore 

You must take responsibility for Yourself and the most important thing concerning the Self is to 

Awaken! Rise up from that dreadful reality called Reality! We are living in a world of Possibility 

that is covered with a Veil of Illusion.  

When talking of Ritually Destroying someone, the question arises, ñDo Pentacalians have 

any respect for the life of other people?ò The truth is that when a Pentacalian kills someone in 

ritual they are really doing them and the world a favor. If we catch word of a Rapist in the world 

we WILL ritually destroy HIM or HER! They will be reborn anew therefore, hopefully, a person 

that can Truly Fulfill Their Will!  There will be one less rapist in the world even though there is 

actually a benefit for the victim. When you are raped you are plunged into a void that only 

knows fear which escalates to hatred then into psychotic desire to cause your rapist the same pain 

they caused you. There is a possibility that once this is done, the victim will be lead to an 

Enlightening Path or that they will become Free from the Demiurgic Grip! Now, this is when the 

phrase ñthe end doesnôt justify the meansò must be taken into consideration. This would be true 

if the victim gained nothing in their act of rage but should that person be arrested and thrown in 

prison? No, they should not because it was their Will
9
 to take a chance and Free Her/Himself 

from the Tyrannical Grip of the Demiurge! She/he should be helped to get back on the right path 

etc. and NOT contradicted! What if they were successful in achieving their Freedom? NO, they 

would not be charged and let go! Another actual benefit of rape is being plunged into the same 

type of void talked about above but this time the Victim should learn to conquer it and not the 

rapist! Our suffering and depressions can become our Salvation is utilized in the proper way! 

Yes and No, the Pentacalian DOES take into consideration the Life of others. If there is 

someone out there that has truly done something wrong then they, including their life, mean less 

to a Pentacalian than a pile of steaming dog shit! Their soul on the other hand must be liberated 

from this Filth and Turmoil of Being! The Soul on its own has the ability to Liberate itself but 

sometimes corporation is needed for succession! Should the life be made to leave the physical 

body so that the Soul may pass through the Gates of Babalon
10

and be reborn anew, in the hopes 

that they Will have the ability to Awaken? This concept can be taken from many different 

viewpoints but for the Pentacalian it depends on their answer. I personally view it as being 

necessary in such a case. Even though the individual is forcefully put under Demiurgic Rule, 

they have come to accept their role as their life; therefore they have become a Brother/Sister of 

Ialdabaoth. It is not the Pentacalian Code to kill Brothers/Sisters of Ialdabaoth!  

                                                           
9
 It was also their Right to take a chance to Free themselves.  

10
 Reincarnation, primarily believed by the Pentacalians of the Temple of the Rosarium Serpent. 
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When it comes to the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church offering the Sacrament of 

Penance or Confession, it is replaced with the Sacrament of Speak. This Sacrament was created 

because I understood that people need to talk about their problems to a trustworthy person that 

will not contradict them instead of people confessing, ñBless me Father for I have sinned! Today 

I have lusted, I came to the point of cussing at my aunt, I ate more than I should have at the ñall 

you can eat buffet,ò I envied a designer purse that this high class snob was wearing, etc.ò Do you 

see my point? The purpose of Confession is not to cleanse the soul but to clear the conscience! 

You can do that by talking with someone that genuinely cares about you and will listen. As High 

Priest of the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church I am here to listen and to talk to whoever that 

wants to talk.  

 

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney 
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Sexuality and Pentalphe: 

Agape & Eros 

 

 Sexuality is generally a hot point with religions and philosophies. Actually itôs a pretty 

big hot point with people. Sexuality in religion has been the same for as long as sexuality existed 

in the world of religion. Either the people had sexual freedom or they did not. The Abrahamic 

religions promoted sexual oppression and the oppression of women. Women were viewed as sex 

toys for the man, they were to be submissive to their man or severely punished! Women were 

thrown into this position because they were the reason for the Fall of Man! Women were 

anything but the cause of the Fall of Man in the sense that humanity had no longer a direct link to 

the Divine. Womenôs oppression must come to an END! This is, however, not the topic of this 

article.  

 Concept of Sexuality in Pentalphe remains the same throughout Pentalphe even in the 

Temple of the Rosarium Serpent and the Luciferian Church of Azazelites. I can NOT and WILL 

not tell YOU or ANYONE how to live YOUR/THEIR LIFE but it is crucial to the Pentacalian to 

understand and accept the Law of Agape and Omega! Sex is a Sacrament and should NEVER be 

defiled. The reason why the EGCC is against sexual exploitation such as pornography, strip 

clubs, prostitution, and polygamy etc. is because it is a Crime Against Agape! Sex is an act 

meant to be cherished and honored between two people in Love and not be thrown around like a 

rag doll. Sex is not a skill that a man has to have to be a man and itôs not the duty of the woman 

to sit back and let her man take care of her! Divine Sexuality or Agape Eros is something that 

You should experience with Your Love in Agape and Eros and NOT Eros!  

Eros is the Greek word for Sexual Love. A few years ago I had a really good friend that 

was a Gnostic among other things but I couldnôt help but feel that he took sex a little too far. It 

seemed to me that he believed that sex with any woman that You cared about was Divine! This 

may feel good or feel Divine but unless You Truly Love the person it is NOT Divine Love! 

Sexuality is not to be squandered nor is Love! It is true that we are humans, that we have urges, 

and that procreation must be met as a necessity for life to exist but there is a fine line between 

this and being a Pig or Whore! Just because a woman has a pussy does not mean that it is there to 

be fucked! Just because a cause has a cock does not mean that it should be used to fuck your 

cunt! Yes, I said CUNT and there is really no other word fitting enough for such a whore! 

Somewhere down the line people mistook Sexual Liberation for Sexual Delinquency! Hey, if 

you want to carry on with your man/woman in the privacy of your home then do so but keep it 

Sacred! 
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I grew up in a fairly less than strict Catholic home where I was told that the word ñsexò is 

a cuss word. My views on this have changed; I understand that sex is not a cuss word. I had very 

little interest in sexuality when I was younger and when I was a teen. I liked girls and found a 

way to satisfy my needs without the need of getting laid. Grant it that more sexual ideas never 

arose unto my mid to late teen years. I never had sex so I never knew what the sexual experience 

was like. I only heard people (generally guys) saying how it felt so good then I would here a 

woman say one of two things, ñit was ok, I guessò or ñOh, he was sooooo good in bed.ò There is 

seriously something wrong here. People are talking about enjoying sexual intercourse but yet it 

sounds like itôs all in their mind or they are un-grate. ñIt was ok, I guess,ò has honestly turned me 

off on the idea of having sex for the first time because this coupled with the constant belief that 

women want a BIG DICK is just dis-encouraging. Then to top it all off, these pricks that have 

giant cocks act so god damn cocky! Hey, people have you ever watch a porno where some guy 

with a big dick fucks a girl? Next time you watch one make sure to watch her face and I mean 

really watch it!  

If sex is to be enjoyed then why would you shun away from Love? Would it not be better 

to make passionate love to your partner than to screw the busty blonde from the Cafe? As I guy I 

will admit that I have fantasized about women being good sexually because they have a nice ass 

or boobs but that doesnôt really make a difference. Having sex with an overweight woman/man is 

no different in sexual experience than having sex with Paris Hilton or Pamela Anderson! This 

takes us to another aspect of Pentalphe, women or even men that try to make themselves out to 

be something or someone that they are not. Women wear makeup because they are afraid of the 

way they look and the same can be said of men that wear hair gels or facial creams. They say 

that they do it so they look decent in public but I say they would look more decent in public 

without it. One thing I hate about women is that they, not all women though, wear tons of 

makeup to the point that they make a circus clown ashamed! This is supposed to attract men? 

Any man that is attracted to that should probably have his balls wacked! This is lying to yourself 

and promoting a false view of who you are to the people around you. I wonôt object to a minimal 

amount of makeup but there is a limit people!  

To have sex with a person that cannot be honest with themselves doesnôt say much about 

yourself! Youôre really no more honest to yourself than they are to themselves! The most 

important Law of the Pentacalian is Agape or to Find Your True Love and To Love Her/Him 

Truly! Now, I am not here to tell anyone what to do and how to live their lives. One thing that I 

have to keep telling myself is that Pentalphe is not for just anyone, it is for anyone and everyone 

that fits within the paradigm. You canôt fit an atheist into a Christian Catholic Paradigm. I am 

simply teaching the philosophy of Pentalphe to the Disciples of Pentalphe or Pentacalians. If you 

join but feel as if your being forced to believe something that doesnôt fit you then you have one 

three choices; change the thing that doesnôt fit you so that it does fit your beliefs
11

, change your 

                                                           
11

 Such as the belief in the Goddess, maybe you feel a stronger connection with Kali than you do with Sophia. 
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degree of membership to fit your status in Faith, or leave the Church and search elsewhere for 

your path. 

 In Pentalphe the Woman represents the Feminine Divine and the Male represents the 

Masculine Divine. To whom does the woman represent Feminine Divine? And to whom does the 

man represent Masculine Divine? To each otherôs Lover! The Pentacalian must move forward or 

they will forever remain trapped in the demiurgic realm. The Holy Hexagram is completed as the 

Female and Male unite Sexually but they must have a Divine foundation to build upon. That 

Divine Foundation is Love or Eternal Love for each other. In every life there is a soul and a soul 

mate for that soul; they are destined to unite and to ultimately help the other grow! Pentalphe is 

about progression and being who you are, not uniting yourself with the World of Archons or 

Demiurges etc. If you want to live life as a carefree delinquent then turn to Satanic teachings that 

teach to be one! 

 Lust is simply the un-controllable desire to gain gnosis! You are losing Your Will to fight 

False Desire. The road to Gnosis can NOT be controlled; you can only be guided upon the Path 

to Gnosis. It is also un-controllable when experiencing Gnosis but you should not fight it. Instead 

let Your Body and Soul drift away! Gnosis is the Divine Knowledge of Ecstasy or to Know the 

Divine which is generally done through Sexual Encounters which is why I believe the Gnostics 

(some of them) are so liberal with whom to have sexual encounters with. Gnosis can only be 

achieved truly in the Embrace of Your True Lover and in the Embrace of Your Goddess! 

 

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney 
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The Three-Fold Law of Pentalphe: 

ȷɔŬˊɖ ɋɛɏɔŬ ŪɏɚɖɛŬ 

 

 The Three-Fold Law of Pentalphe or Agape Omega Thelema is the Ultimate Law or 

Universal Law in The Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church and the religious philosophy of 

Pentalphe. Each Law governs specific aspects such as Love of all kinds for Agape. The 

Pentacalian accepts the Law of Agape Omega Thelema upon their 

Baptism/Coronation/Initiation
12

 into their lives as guidelines and regulations. The Books of 

Agape Omega Thelema
13

 deals with each of these Laws but not all of it is about what you should 

do or shouldnôt do. There are prayers, invocations, ritual outlines etc. offered. Within each Book 

there will be given Five (Six for Agape)Virtues under the Law those virtues were given.  

The Law of Agape  

Agape is the Greek word ȷɔŬˊɖ which means Love. Generally Agape refers to Love of 

or for the Gods and Goddesses then later on it became known as Love for/of God in Christianity. 

This is NOT why Agape is a part of Pentalphe
14

! Agape in Pentalphe and the EGCC represents 

fore-mostly True Love! True Love is Heart Felt feelings that You have for Friends, Family, 

animals etc. and most importantly the Heart Felt Feelings that You have for Your Lover! Not the 

Lover you fuck but the Lover that you Make Love to, that Makes Love to You, that YOU 

EMBRACE, that YOU KISS GENTLY BUT LOVINGLY ON THE LIPS, the Person that You 

Desire to Spend The Rest of Your Life With! Finding Your True Love and Loving Them Truly 

is Extremely important to the Pentacalian. Your other Half is There to Help You Grow not as in 

the sense that it is Her/His duty but in the Sense that They Love You and Want To See You 

Progress and to Be Happy. It is however Their duty to be there for the other in times of need, 

love, and embrace!
15

 

 Within the Book of Agape, verse 74 states the following: 

74. May the Pentacalian follow and stay true to the Six Virtues of Pentalphe under the Law of 

Agape: 

                                                           
12

 Baptism as a Pentacalian, Coronation as a Priest/ess of Pentalphe, and Initiation as an Aspirant in the Hermetic 
Order of the Rosarium Serpent (HORS) and Sovereign Order of Her Rose (SOHR). 
13

 The Book of Agape Omega Thelema will be included in The Book of Pentalphe ς Volume One  of The Devotionals 
of a Gnostic Catholic.  
14

 This is being stated because to some Pentalphe is Christianity (or rather Catholicism) reformed which is not 
completely true. Pentalphe possesses minimal amounts of the Catholic Faith in Christianity.  
15

 Read the article The Holy Sacrament of Matrimony for more information. 
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I . Love 

II . Wholesomeness  

III . Liberty 

IV . Self Love 

V. Family Love 

VI . Aestheticism 

And the meanings are given as follows: 

75. Love is the Heart of the Law of Agape especially True Love or Heart Felt Love.  

76. Love is a wonderful thing and should always be kept in the Hearts of all Pentacalians! 

77. To keep a wholesome Heart and Home is precious and important to and for a Family. 

78. Freedom of Mind, Body and Soul is the most precious gift anyone can possess! 

79. Love for your Family is awesome! 

80. To view something in beauty without perverse thoughts is awesome! 

81. Aesthetics is the key to many mysteries and goals of life and of the universe! 

82. Love is the Law, Love Under Will! 

83. In the Name of Agape may Love be cherished in the Hearts of Pentacalians for Always.  

84. May Love flourish under the Starry Gaze of Her Rose! 

Now, I want to talk a little bit about ñLove Under Will!ò because there will be people that do not 

understand it. Love is under the direction of the Will. This does not mean that Love is subjugated 

to the Will as in rape, sexual subjugation, subjugation in relationships etc. The Will and the Holy 

Guardian Angel are linked, they are not sides of the same coin per se but they are linked 

together. The Will is the Path of That Which is Crucial For Progression; It Is Fulfillment! Love is 

Under Will in the Sense that Love must be met upon the Road of Progression. Now, I want to 

say that the Pentacalian is NOT one of those individuals that preach about how Progressing and 

Achieving Enlightenment is the most important thing EVER! This is a FALSE VIEW! We live 

in the Here and Now! We have to remember that even though the Demiurge has placed a Veil of 

Illusion over Our Eyes and the World we ARE THE CREATOR AND NOT THE CREATED
16

! 

We must overcome Our Creator or We Will Become the Created! We were born with Our 

Freedom and NO ONE CAN TAKE THAT AWAY! We just need to tap into that Stream! 

The Law of Omega 

 Omega is the Greek word ɋɛɏɔŬ which is Great. The Law of Omega is in many ways the 

Center, as is when pronounced as A:.O:.T:. , which governs the basics and extremities in the 

Pentacalians life. The Law of Omega generally relates to the Good Deeds that the Pentacalian 

does or the un-necessities and un-lawful aspects of life.  

                                                           
16

 The Demiurge may have created the Machine (Our Body)! He may have created the environment that influences 
the Programming (belief, action, thoughts, behavior, feelings etc.) of the Machine but Our Souls were NOT Created 
BY HIM! We have the ability to Break the Chain of Slavery! 
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The Book of Omega, verse 42 states the following: 

42. Always remember the Five Virtues of Pentalphe under the Law of Omega: 

I . Kindness  

II . Respect 

III . Generosity 

IV . Forgiveness 

V. Charity 

And the meanings are given as follows: 

43. You, just like all of us, are on a journey to fulfill the Great Work; to reach Enlightenment and 

to become one with Hir wholly! 

44. But know that this is not the sole purpose or goal of the Law of Omega nor of a Pentacalian! 

45. As the Five Virtues of Omega state we must learn to remain cool and this means that we must 

control our anger and other emotions. 

46. We must learn to respect those who deserve respect! To respect someone does not mean that 

you have to like them. It doesnôt even mean that you have to respect the person. Maybe it is an 

idea or goal of someone and it is that goal or idea that you respect and not the person. However 

it is foolish to foolishly not give respect out to those who deserve it! Respect NO ONE that does 

NOT DESERVE IT! 

47. Keep a cool mind when around people etc. Do not blow up at them just because they 

disagree with you or wish to argue about an idea! 

48. Forgiveness is an act of divinity but to use it foolishly is to condemn it. Forgive those who 

are truly in need of being forgiven but only if theirs and your Heart and Will are suitable with it. 

49. Remember that sometimes youôre Heart and Will just know what to do and you donôt really 

need to look for the answer. 

50. The Poor will always possess more Matter than the Rich! Charity to the poor and theft to the 

rich! 

51. Keep an open heart and help those in need but know that if someone did you wrong you then 

have the right to return the favor! But if the soul is innocent in trial towards you then let no harm 

befall them through the means of your hands or soul! 

52. Keep slaves not in thy house nor within thine heart! 

53. Unto the Lord and Lady slavery is an abomination and shall not proceed in the sight of any 

Pentacalian.  

54. May the Five Virtues of Omega flourish through Brother to Brother, Sister to Sister, Brother 

to Sister, Sister to Brother, Husband to Wife and Wife to Husband and so on! 

 Verse 43 may be viewed as hypocrisy because the Pentacalian does not believe in uniting 

them-selves with the Oneness or All etc. This entity is called Hir which is the result of Sexual 

Union between the First Two Aspects that arose from the Great Egg, El and Shekinah a.k.a 
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Levanah. The word Hir is the combination of the words His and Her which signifies an 

androgynous deity etc. The phrase, ñé to become One with Hir wholly!ò is referring to the 

Pentacalian balancing the Masculine and Feminine energies or halves of their Soul! Verse 50 

was inspired by this little riddle of alchemical origin http://www.alchemylab.com/riddle.htm.  

The Law of Thelema 

 Thelema is the Greek word ŪɏɚɖɛŬ which is Will. The Will of the Pentacalian is 

different for each Pentacalian but is always connected through the desire to Awaken and to reach 

Enlightenment! This is why Pentacalians establish a very important acknowledgement of the 

Ascended Ones within their life and study. These Ascended Ones are beings that have attained a 

Higher State of Consciousness or Existence such as Divine Godhood or Goddesshood.  The 

Bodhisattva of Hinduism are very good examples of Ascended Ones. We do not strive to become 

like Christ or other Ascended Ones but we do view them as Prophets and Liberators. These are 

individuals that have spread the Word of Liberation!  

 The Law of Thelema is without a doubt the most importantly crucial Aspect of 

Pentacalian Law. Yes, I said that Agape is the most important Law that the Pentacalians follows 

but that is on a different level. This Law dictates the attributes of Divine and Spiritual 

Progression wholly! The Book of Thelema outlays the Five Spiritual Mysteries of the Rosary 

which are The Trials by Fire, Darkest Night of the Soul, Attaining Knowledge and 

Conversation with Your Holy Guardian Angel, Traversing the Abyss of Choronzon, and 

Spiritual Incarnation Through Our Lady Babalon! These Spiritual Mysteries will be discussed 

in a later article.  

The Book of Thelema, verse 41 states the following: 

41. Always remember and keep true to the Five Virtues of Pentalphe under the Law of Thelema! 

I . Faith 

II . Adoration 

III . Ferverousness 

IV . Justice  

V. Humility 

And the meanings are as follows: 

42. To truly be devout One must be Faithful within their Hearts to the Lord and Lady. Let the 

Faithful be rewarded accordingly and condemn not those of less faith for they are finding their 

path.  

43. To have Faith is to be Loyal and to be Loyal you must have Faith! 

44. Let the Pentacalian earnestly give unto the Lord and Lady, who art Christos and Sophia, 

Adorations of Pure Grace and Love! 

http://www.alchemylab.com/riddle.htm
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45. Pray earnestly and continually unto the Rose from which you hath came into being. 

46. Live life with Love, Light and Liberty! 

47. May every Pentacalian show Feverishness when devoutly meditating on Prayer etc. 

48. May there be Justice and Peace within the lives of a Pentacalian! 

49. The Pentacalian should always exercise an act of Humility in all aspects of their life! 

In response to verse 47, feverishness is for the most part defined as being like a fever or working 

to the point of fever. This verse does not indicate any such thing! The Pentacalian should pray 

and meditate as wholeheartedly as possible and not to the point of causing your health risks.  

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney 
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Who Is The Demiurge? 

 

 The Demiurge is the Creator of the Illusion World and Mankind. He stole the blueprints 

for Humanity from El then, being ignorant, He created the first man, Adam. Adam was as 

arrogant and self-righteous as the Demiurge. Sophia bestowed the Soul upon us but our vessels 

or bodies were created by the Demiurge. Does this mean that we are subject to Him? No, we are 

the creator and not the created! We have to learn to become more than our creator! Unfortunately 

we are subject to the environment He created. This environment is the Veil of Illusion, the 

suffering and negativity of the world. I am not saying that every little thing that goes wrong in 

the world is the fault of the Demiurge but that His false paradigm instigates negative behavior. 

This is not me or the Pentacalian blaming the Demiurge for the negativity in our lives. This is US 

explaining our beliefs when the Demiurge is concerned. We as Individuals have a responsibility 

to become more than our creator which means that we must overcome the demiurgic veil that 

enshrouds us all.  

 The reason why things are the way they are is because when Sophia Fell from Grace She 

became pregnant with the Demiurge. Her labor pains became the Archons or helpers of the 

Demiurge. The Demiurge grew into a self-righteous entity that embodied anger, hatred, 

insecurity, jealousy etc. The Demiurgic Trinity makes up the Demiurge which is three brothers. 

The first is Ialdabaoth, the False Creator God. The second is Samael, the Blind God. The third is 

Saklas, the Foolish God. This seemingly horrible thing was actually the glue to hold it all 

together. The Demiurge created humanity and Sophia bestowed the Soul upon humanity which 

enabled them, with knowledge (Earthly) and wisdom (Divine) to overcome the Demiurgic Veil 

of Existence. This is the Redemption of Sophia along with Her own Fall from Grace. This is so 

because She gave humanity the Knowledge to face the Demiurge without fear in their hearts or 

souls and say, ñI reject you!ò  

 To live in the Veil of Illusion is to live in a world where things are of a strict order and 

there is no breaking that order or the entire program will come crashing down. These are the 

people that, as I described in the Cult of Cthulhu article, live in a world where science rules. 

Science is the only truth or Christianity is the only truth etc. This is the person that cannot 

compute a subject that does not correlate to their personal programing or reality. Another good 

example is one of those kids that live their parentôs basement but are too hooked on video games, 

RPG etc. to understand that they are really only playing games. Nothing wrong with using RPG 

characters in magick but you shouldnôt become obsessed with it to the point you believe you are 

living in the magickal land of Narnia! Wake up people! 
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 The Demiurge wants us as slaves, to worship Him but he was foolish in the creation of 

the Veil of Illusions. Effects of existing in this environment consist of guilt, depression, sorrow, 

anger, emotional misconception (confusing love with lust etc. This is so because we, with the 

help of Satan etc., have the ability to overcome such trials. They help us to see our mistakes then 

to correct them. When we do this we are filtering out the distractions and negativity in general. 

This keeps us on the correct path which is our Will. We strive to become free of illusion but to 

do so we must understand and accept that the Truth is out there, that we are Divine, that the 

Demiurge exists, and that there may be trials some of them are for our own good!  

 The Pentacalian views the Demiurge as the Abrahamic God or God of Genesis as some 

say. The Abrahamic God or rather the God that originated in the Monotheistic Stream such as 

Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Yes, the Demiurge is called and known by the 

name of ALLAH, YAHWEH, JEHOVAH, AHURA MAZDA, and GOD! This deity was not a 

Gnostic invention. It existed since the beginning of time which pre-dates the creation of 

humanity. In fact you could say that during the time between the creation of the Earth and up to 

the point of the Demiurge, dinosaurs roamed the earth. A very good question that arises a lot of 

the times with the subject of the Demiurge is this ñIs the Demiurge evil?ò Personally I donôt 

believe that Evil in the terms of Satanic or Hellish existé per se. Yes, I believe in Satan and Hell 

but I donôt view them as or Evil for that matter, the antithesis of Good. There is really only 

Positive and Negative but that doesnôt mean that malicious demons and benevolent angels donôt 

exist. The Demiurge is more just flawed because He is in reality a flawed creator god. He created 

us in His image
17

 therefore we take on similar attributes. If the Demiurge is simply flawed then 

why is it that Pentacalians have such great dis-taste for Him? Pentacalians channel such dis-taste 

towards the Demiurge because He fell under His own Veil of Illusion which caused Him to 

become a Tyrannical Ruler or Dictator! We must ask the question, was the Demiurge planned to 

be flawed or to grow into the Tyrant that we know and love so dearly
18

?  

 I would like to add that the Abyss Experience and Choronzon are not aspects nor 

creations of the Demiurge. The False Ego or Choronzon would have existed even if the 

Demiurge was never brought into existence. This is because the Universe dictates that whatever 

is Above exists Below and vice versa. If there exist a positive or beneficial Personality (ego) then 

there obviously has to be a negative or pernicious Personality or Self. Actually the Abyss and 

Choronzon or the False Self can be beneficial because they do help you to become enlightened. 

In many ways Choronzon is no different than Satan! 

 

Amen! 

                                                           
17

 This leads one to wonder just what did the blue prints that El created, consist of. Furthermore the fact that El 
never thought of adding the Soul to the Human Design must be recognized as a possible flaw in the structure of 
Divinity which leads eve further into the thought that maybe the Universe is flawed as well. Maybe this is why it 
must be renewed after so long? 
18

 This is up to the Individual to answer.  
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Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney 

The Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church 

 

© Ty Laney 

 

The Rosarium Ministry 

 

 The Rosarium Ministry is a sub ï branch of the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church and all 

of its churches etc. The Rosarium Ministry offers aid to the Pentacalian and non ï Pentacalians 

alike. As of the moment the Rosarium Ministry offers Novenas and to Burn Votive Candles for 

those who ask. A Novena is a prayer that lasts nine successive days and is usually prayed to ask 

for aid etc. The Novena may be used for anything from good health to death. Do you know 

someone that is battling an addiction? Maybe you are yourself or someone close to you is 

battling a life threatening disease? Would you like for the Rosarium Ministry to pray for 

Blessings to be bestowed upon you or your family?  
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           Each Votive Candle burned and Novena prayed will be in accordance with one of the 

Three Laws of Pentalphe. Red for Agape, white for Omega, and Purple for Thelema
19

. There are 

not any Saint Candles available for use but we will offer them in the future! We will also pray 

the Holy Rosary along with the Novena and Votive Candle Service. I would also like to add that 

in the future, hopefully around Autumn we will be offering most of the Sacraments if not all of 

them along with Mass and other rituals such as Candle Light Services etc. Hopefully we will also 

be able to open up an online shop for all of your Pentacalian needs and wants.  

Here will be given a few of the issues, negative and positive, that would fall under the 

category of each Law of Pentalphe. If you are not sure on which Law your issue falls under then 

feel free to email me at the email addresses given in beginning. If you would like to have a 

Novena prayed and a Votive Candle lit for a special need then email me. We will offer prayers to 

other gods and goddesses as well but if you would want this then please specify what god and/or 

goddess you desire.  

Agape - Love of all kinds (this does NOT include sexual delinquency such as Rape, Bestiality, 

Necrophilia, Pedophilia, Free Love etc.!). To have help finding Your True Love, Love from the 

Goddess, helping You to better understand or put into action Love for Yourself (NOT False 

Pride), Love for Family, Love for Nature, Love for Animals etc.  

Omega - This is probably the category you will be looking under most of the time. This deals 

with things such as quitting an addiction, helping out a troubled individual (drugs, alcohol, 

cult/gang related, negatively harmful possession etc.), decreasing anger and other emotions, or 

heightening other emotions, help with getting that new job, money, helping with family, helping 

with just about anything to be honest. 

Thelema - This deals with Spiritual Growth, helping One to find their path, asking Lucifer to 

Brighten Your Path (you should do this you self), aiding you in your search for your Holy 

Guardian Angel etc.  

 

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney 

 

 

                                                           
19

 Purple votive candles are out of stock at the moment but prayers concerning the Law of Thelema will still be 
prayed! 
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The Holy Sacrament of Matrimony 

 

 Marriage is said to be the most beautiful devotion that there is for each other. In todayôs 

society there are more and more people ignoring the sanctity of Marriage because of the 

Christian Church and media. People would rather have a good fuck than be married or as they 

term it, ñbeing trapped!ò Marriage can go downhill if a couple, not necessarily young; rushes 

right into it or if there is no True Love for each other. Marriage is a special thing but should not 

be viewed as ñjust another thing to do.ò Is marriage really a trap? For some people that are 

deceitful, the answer is yes. For people that are truly in love, the answer is no. For Pentacalians 

they understand that Marriage is a team effort and neither should be left alone to wallow in any 

marital aspect.  

 The Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church does offer a Matrimonial Sacrament but it will 

only be administered to a couple in love. You will not be married if youôre a swinger or anything 

of the sort. Marriage, like sex, is a sacred act and should remain sacred. The Pentacalian is NOT 

forbidden to have sexual activities out wed lock! They are allowed to do anything with their 

partner whether it be, taking them on a moonlit stroll on the beach or starting a family together. 

If the Pentacalian has so much freedom out of marriage, what is the purpose of marriage? 

Marriage is that act that you take when you decide to say, ñI love you! I want to spend the rest of 

my life with you so and so.ò You would think that that aspect of a relationship had already been 

established with pregnancy. The only real thing that ñhaving kidsò says, is that you want a family 

with this person. Grant it that there are times when one person gets a Chuck Norris drop kick in 

the mouth when the other person says, ñYeah, I only wanted kids with you and not to marry 

you!" This is not a relationship founded on Love!  

 So, marriage is the ultimate devotion to the girl/guy you Love or at least in the public eye 

it is. Quite honestly I would think that if you both can look each other in the eye and say, ñI love 

youò without the need of words or sexual activity, youôre already married! When you fall in love 

youôre getting married spiritually to the other person. There is another form of marriage that 

deals with sexuality. If you love each other, even if you havenôt realized it yet, and engage in 

love making, you are being connected or married on a spiritual and divine level. To have an 

orgasm is to taste Heaven! It is enlightening to have sex but the degree of preciousness in your 

love making decides what is true love making! Marriage already exists for a couple but not as a 

legal marriage in terms of the government.  

 There are duties that each partner has unto the other such as loyalty, compassion, to be 

there for the other person in times of need, not to ignore your partner in the eye of sexuality but 

one partner should not force their partner to have sexual activities with them! Neither partner 
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should feel the need to bow down to the other in the bedroom! When you are horny and your 

partner is not in the mood for whatever reason, go and masturbate. The relationship doesnôt have 

to be sexual to the degree of ñadventureò or ñexperimentingò but there will probably be some 

sexual contact. Love isnôt sex but when that other person becomes the only person you are 

attracted to you will get aroused by watching them or thinking of them at some point. There are 

no laws stating that the couple has to have sex, you can be a virgin and die a virgin. You 

shouldnôt shun the idea of sexual activity with your loved one though. If the relationship is 

driven by lust then you need to take a break and think about your relationship!  

 I understand that people will have something to say about all of this sex business but the 

truth of it is that I am not trying to make anyone believe this way. If you want to have 

meaningless sex with meaningless bimbos and gigolos then be my ñfuckingò guest! You will, 

however not find a place in Pentalphe nor will you find a place in the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic 

Church. I am only inviting the people that have an interest in Pentalphe and joining the Esoteric 

Gnostic Catholic Church. These people have similar minds to me which means that there is no 

brainwashing whatsoever.  

 

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney 
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The Summer Solstice - 

Litha  

 

 In Paganism, the celebration or Sabbath known as Litha is a time of solar blessing and 

acknowledgment. This Sabbath is resides on the exact opposite of Yule when you look at the 

Wheel of the Year. This is a reference to the reoccurring phrase, As Above, So Below. Litha is 

Solar and Yule is Lunar but the phrase, As Below, So Above, can also be applied here. Litha is 

not completely masculine and Yule is not completely feminine. Yule focuses on the birth of the 

God which is generally viewed as the Sun. Litha is a time to celebrate the triumph of Light over 

the Darkness (Yule) which canôt solely be attributed to the God. Yule time is based more upon 

Lunar Light than Darkness. Personally I like Winter at night when the Moon is bright! 

 Solar Light and Lunar Light are represented by the deities Christos and Lucifer. The 

month of November is dedicated to Lucifer but s/he is more active during the Winter Months. 

Lucifer, the Light Bearer guides the people out of eternal darkness. Winter time has not always 

been cheerful and full of snowmen. Thousands of years ago and even today Winter is an 

extremely treacherous time because the temperature can drop to 25 below zero or further which 

spells death! People can get very depressed, angry, and even go insane if their hope is lost. This 

is when Lucifer comes in as the Winter Lord with His illuminating lamp. December 13
th
 is 

known as St. Lucina or Luciaôs
20

 day which celebrates, in the Pentacalian sense, the female 

realizes Her role as Light Bearer and that She too bears the Inner Light. Solar Light is the Sun 

and gives life to the Earth. It gives us strength and brightens our world up.  

 What is the difference between Christos and Lucifer? Christos, like Yeshuah Christos, 

shines light on your path so that you may see that which is in front of you then understand it. 

Yeshuah taught that the Demiurge did exist and that mankind must liberate them-selves from the 

demiurgic grip. Luciferôs lamp glimmers in the distance, guiding you the way that you must go. 

Lucifer also helps to bring out the Inner Light. There must be a balance of Inner and Outer Light 

for the Pentacalian to advance, this is called Luciferian Christos
21

. The Summer Solstice, for a 

Pentacalian, is a time of renewal and Luciferian Christos. Shed the old and let the new in. Work 

with the new and unite the Inner Light with the Outer Light!  

Here will be given a ritual of Luciferian Christos for Litha. The Pentacalian should know that 

they are not forbidden from performing a Litha ritual in a purely Pagan manner. The Pentacalian 

is an eclectic which means we take what suits us and create our own paradigm.  

                                                           
20

 She is also known as St. Lucy which comes from the Latin Lucis or Lucia which means Light. Visit Wikipedia for 
more information or wait for an upcoming edition. Her processionals are very beautiful and Luciferian. Symbolism 
of Lights, Candles, Flames, Stars, Wreaths, White Robes etc.  
21

 Its counterpart is Sophian Christos or balance of Female and Male.  
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Ritual of the Baphometic Star ð  

Luciferian Christos 

 

 This ritual is to be performed as a means of uniting the Lunar Illumination of Lucifer and 

the Solar Light of Christos. This ritual is intended to aid the individual Pentacalian in escaping 

the Veil of Illusion and spitting in the face of the Demiurge! Reclaim thyself, ye Pentacalian! 

The Satanic Star (two points up with a goat head) is not the symbol of this ritual. The reason for 

this is that the Satanic Star symbolizes Lunar Light and there must be a balance between Lunar 

Light and Solar Light. You could suggest having two Satanic Crosses on your altar; one would 

be right side up (two points up) and the other would be upside down (one point up). This 

wouldnôt work because the one that is upside down would signify the reversal of Light. The best 

symbol that you could possibly have on your altar is that of Baphomet. The ñStarò reference 

refers to the Individual Pentacalian.  

Materials: 

Statue etc. of Baphomet or anything that represents Baphomet to you. 

Two candles (black and white will be fine) that represent Lunar Light and Solar Light to you. 

The Agape (red) Omega (white) Thelema (purple)
22

 candles should also be upon your altar, as 

they always should be.  

Incense may be burned separately. 

A wand, dagger, or just use your index finger.  

Yourself and a place to perform the ritual. 

Step One ï Do whatever you normally do before a ritual such as a bath etc. Light the incense if 

there is any. Anoint yourself if you so wish to. Perform a banishing, cast the circle etc. When you 

are ready meditate on the goal of the ritual. This will help to get you in the proper state of mind. 

Now, light the Lucifer candle as you recite: 

Lucis Ferre! 

Now, light the Christos candle as you recite: 

Lux et Pax! 

Step Two ï Meditate and assume Asana if you so wish. You will be meditating upon Luciferian 

Christos. After meditating on Lucifer for a short time, focus your attention on a sphere of very 

faint gray to almost white light in the center of your chest. Will it to move out of your body and 

in front of you. As it leaves your body and moves to the desired location, it will be growing till  it 

                                                           
22

 Substitutes for colors: Red ς any shade of red or white, White ς yellow, blue, orange, Purple ς dark blue or 
orange.  
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is bigger than a basketball but not as big as a beach ball. Around the sphere are small flames of 

the same color that resemble the flames of the sun. You understand that this light is 

Luciferian/Lunar and that it is a part of you. Even though it is a part of you, you donôt know 

much if anything about it. You yearn to learn from it so you become one with it. Unite your body 

with the sphere by focusing on your body and the sphere moving towards each other. When the 

sphere begins to penetrate your chest, you will begin to feel ñillumination.ò This is the feeling 

you get and the only thing that can describe it is being illuminated or filled with Light. Let it take 

hold and just let it fill you up! Now, do the same with Christos while NOT letting the feeling of 

the Luciferian sphere leave. If it does then so be it, just keep working but remember the feeling 

of that sphere. Visualize the same type of sphere but instead of gray it is dark yellow or a dark 

solid yellow.  

Step Three ï At the same time focus on the imagery of the Luciferian sphere in your chest but 

more to the left along with the feeling you had. Do the same with the Christos sphere but on the 

right side. They should only be an inch from each other. The middle of your chest where you 

visualized the spheres should be in the middle of the two spheres. Visualize and feel these 

spheres begin to emanate their energies which are growing and growing to such a fierce level 

that you feel enlightened. Now, slowly but surely move the two spheres, at the same time, 

together. Do this until they mix, as to what color they form or even if they create a color is up to 

you.  

Step Four ï Meditate upon this new sphere of energy but know that the energy is NOT new. It is 

simply a reformed or transmutation of the two spheres of energy. This sphere is now Luciferian 

Christos let it fill you up and be one with it. Learn from it, understand it, and with time use it as 

you would a sephira from the Tree of Life.  

Step Five
23

 - Now, take your dagger etc. and trace an upside down pentagram (circle not 

included) with the same color and energy you felt coming from the Christos sphere. The 

pentagram will be bright and emanating energy to fill the whole room; note that you should not 

actually see this energy that fills the room because it is camouflaged to look like your existing 

environment. Project yourself mentally into the star as you recite the Lordôs Prayer (Pentacalian): 

Our Father who art in Heaven, 

Hallowed by Thy Name, 

Thy Will is that of the Sun! 

Guide us into the Light of Understanding and of Acceptance, 

So, that the Black Flame atop the Head of Baphomet, 

Which is the Fire of Azazel, the Bearer of Flame, 

May shine brightly in Thy Heart and Soul! 

And let not the Veil of Ialdabaoth fall upon our eyes! 

                                                           
23

 The number five has special significance here! Understand what that significance is! 
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Now, trace a pentagram directly on top of the Christos pentagram. This new pentagram will be 

the same color as the Luciferian sphere and emanate energy just like the Christos pentagram. 

Mentally project yourself into the Pentagram and recite the following prayer to Lucifer: 

Lucifer who art the Light Bearer 

Thy Soul Sanctified 

Lend Thee Thine Lamp of Illumination 

So, that Thy Path may be Brightened! 

Lvx et Nox! 

Thy Path is Brightened with the Lamp of Illumination 

The Aleph Crown is upon Thy Head 

The Flames of Malkuth Burn Brightly Beneath Thine Feet! 

Lvx et Pax! 

 

Step Six ï Focus upon this symbol of gold and silver then visualize the face of the Demiurge 

appearing in the center of this symbol. Recite the following with force and devotion: 

The Demiurge who art Ialdabaoth 

I REJECT THEE! 

Slayer of the Innocent! 

Persecutor of the Righteous! 

Hound of Fiends! 

Thou art NOTHING TO ME! 

Thou art NO WHERE TO ME! 

Thou art GONE IN MINE IMAGINATION! 

I Reject Thee, Ialdabaoth! 

Step Seven ï Feel FREE from the demiurge and his grip on reality. Do whatever you want to 

that the Demiurge kept you from doing! Remember to close the circle, thank deities etc. before 

you leave the circle.  

 

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney 
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The Temple of the Rosarium Serpent 

What Is Pagan Catholicism? 

 

 Pagan Catholicism is, to most people, an unorthodox concept. How ñunorthodoxò is it 

really? Christianity was built upon the ruins of the Pagan religions that they crushed! Christianity 

and for the most part Catholicism is Pagan! Pagan Catholicism is by no means my creation nor is 

it the creation of anyone that has lived for at least the past 2000
24

 years. This is my version of 

Pagan Catholicism even though there is really no ONE way to Pagan Catholicism. I am simply 

reaching into the Heart of Catholicism and bringing out the Roots of Paganism. For some time 

now I have wanted to create a religion that focused on a harmonizing union between Paganism 

and Christianity. Actually, Catholicism was chosen over Christianity because it (Catholicism) 

was and is the only denomination of Christianity to be fulfilled as an Organizational Religion or 

Extensively Organized Religion. I say ñextensively organizedò because it is honestly the only 

Christian denomination to go so far as to create an entire business like organization.  

 Well, this article isnôt about the politics and complete history of Catholicism. Pagan 

Catholicism isnôt really anything new except for the compilation of various spiritual and Pagan 

aspects. This is my attempt at renewing Christianity of Old into something fit for anyone and 

everyone. The Pagan Catholic views heresy not as blasphemy or sin but as a philosophical stand 

point that says, ñI choose to be liberated from the Demiurge!ò Heresy comes from the Greek 

word hairetikos which means ñable to choose.ò This is what a heretic really is, someone that 

CHOSE something that didnôt agree with the Catholic Church. Anyone that chose anything that 

went against the present beliefs of the Christian Church (any denomination) was a heretic, 

blasphemer, and sinner. One of the biggest examples of heresy was Witchcraft which relates to 

the very popular execution of witches known as The Salem Witch Trials of 1692. The truth is 

that this was more than just the Churches fear of Devil Worshippers that they called witches
25

.  

 Obviously not every tiny ounce of information can be squeezed into this article, so I will 

explain some of the topics that I think are important for an introduction. The concept of Hell, 

Satan, and Sin that was given in the article Pentalphe and the Concept of Sin applies to Pagan 

Catholicism. God as the True Divine Being does not exist in Pentalphe nor does it exist in Pagan 

Catholicism. The God and Goddess are worshiped in the Pentacalian version of Pagan 

Catholicism (which is what this article is about and if you JUST figured that out, you need to 

                                                           
24

 Actually the truth is that Christianity as an organizational religion started around, what is believed to be, 30 A.D. 
(Anno Domini ς Year of Our Lord) when Peter, the Apostle, erected the first Roman Catholic Church.  Before this 
period in history Yeshuah/Jesus Christos spread a philosophy and NOT a religion! If in fact the Roman Catholic 
Church was the first true denomination of False Christianity then People have been wrong for years when they say 
that Christianity is 2000 years old. It would really be one thousand, nine hundred, and eighty years old! Christianity 
will be celebrating its 2000

th
 anniversary on the year 2030. 

25
 This was a true cover up for their hatred towards Heretics or people that CHOSE against the views of the Church! 
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develop some skills in paying attention!) as Christos and Sophia
26

. Since that last footnote makes 

26 and was made upon that specific concept, I will talk a little bit about YHVH
27

 and 

YHShVH
28

. First off I want to say that Judaism and Islam
29

 play parts (minor) in Pentalphe. The 

abbreviation, YHVH means Yode Heh Vahv Heh a.k.a the Tetragrammaton which is Greek for 

ñfour lettered word.ò YHVH is symbolized by the Hexagram which is made up of two triangles 

where each triangle is point to the opposite direction of the other. This symbol represents the 

Union of Male and Female. YHVH represents the Union of Male and Female on two levels; the 

Microcosm and the Macrocosm. Yode (10) Heh (5) represents Male and Female on the 

Microcosmic level while Vahv (6) Heh (5) represents them on the Macrocosmic level. If you 

count up the numbers of each Hebrew letter you will get 26 which signifies Divinity. You could 

actually say that the Hexagram is completely made up of the Tetragrammaton; the upside down 

triangle represents the male and female of the microcosm as the upper triangle represents the 

male and female of the Macrocosm. The Tetragrammaton is also believed to be the True Name 

of God (whether if it is the True Name of a true god or of the demiurge is unclear to me).  

 The YHShVH or the Pentagrammaton (five lettered word) means Yode Heh Shin Vahv 

Heh. This name is viewed as being the name of Jesus Christ. Shin (300) represents the Divine of 

Fire of El Shaddai (God Almighty) which also represents the Flaming Bush upon Mount Sinai. 

Shin represents the Divine Flame which bridges the space between Mundane Reality and Divine 

Consciousness. YHShVH represents Humanities ascension to God/desshood. This does not mean 

that Divine Ascension is achieved through any type of union with Christ! As you can see, YHVH 

(26) represents the Sophian Christos or union of Male and Female on two separate but similar 

levels. Then YHShVH works as a connector to combine the mundane hermaphrodite (energetic) 

with the divine hermaphrodite (soul energetics) to ultimately form something else altogether! 

Some view this as Adam Kadmon or the Perfected Man which signifies a Human (Adam, from 

Genesis?) that has attained a state of Enlightenment. Adam Kadmon is an outdated concept that 

signifies Kabbalistic Enlightenment. I say this because if Adam did really achieve Enlightenment 

then he most likely chose a very averse path to any Lvx et Nox associated path! 

 Lvx et Nox, what is it? Lvx or Lux is Latin for Light and Nox is Latin for Darkness. We, 

as Pentacalians, do not view Light and Dark as Good and Evil.  We, unlike many of the Neo-

pagan traditions such as Wicca, do believe that Evil does exist and there is a driving force behind 

it but what that Evil is, we donôt know. We believe that there is a balance of Light and Darkness 

in the Spiritual Universe which ultimately affects the Physical Universe. Everything at some 

point started on the Astral Plane or Realm of the Ether a.k.a Etheric Realm. 

                                                           
26

 Christos represents the Sun and His Mother, Shekinah or Levanah represents the Moon. Sophia represents 
Wisdom as Baphomet represents Knowledge.  
27

 YHVH in Hebrew is 

 

 
28

 YHShVH in Hebrew is 

 

 
29

 I have very low tolerance for any and all Muslims that promote hatred towards women and abuse of any form 
against women! Fatima among other Goddess aspects are the mostly the focus point of Pentalphe when Islam is 
concerned.  
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 The Adversary is Satan in Catholicism but when you take Pentalphe in a strictly Catholic 

manner, the Demiurge becomes the Adversary. The Adversary as Ialdabaoth is not a trickster in 

the sense that Satan is. Demons and demonic possession must be taken into account if Satan is 

acknowledged. First off I want to say, ñFuck anyone that says demons do not exist and that 

demonic possession is only a mental illness! Also, fuck anyone that says demons are mental 

projections of inner negativity!ò It is true that there are cases of acclaimed possession when the 

demoniac is only suffering from a mental illness. Demons as thoughtforms can be created 

through extreme inner negativity. Demons play, in Pentalphe, a similar role as Satan. 

 The Serpent of Eden was not Satan but Sophia visiting Her daughter, Lilith, in the false 

Garden of Eden. The Serpent was traditionally viewed as a divine incarnation, authority, wisdom 

and knowledge, then eventually it represented the Sacred Feminine. The Serpent is a major 

aspect in Pentalphe, as you will see in The Rosarium Serpent. The Eucharist also plays a major 

part in Pagan Catholicism but then again it wouldnôt be Pagan without a Eucharistic offering. 

The word eucharist comes from the Greek eucharistia which means ñthanksgiving or gratitude.ò 

The Host (wafer) is called a Cake of Pan which symbolizes the physical world, physical body 

and temple. The Cake of Pan is eaten as a means of Purifying the Body of all Demiurgic agents 

whether they be physical, mental, spiritual or even magickal. It is also a way of uniting with 

Christos, not as One entity but getting to know him etc. The Scarlet Wine of Her works pretty 

much the same way except that it is the Soul instead of body and Sophia instead of Christos. The 

Scarlet Wine is in fact the most important Eucharist because it signifies Drinking of the Womb 

of the Goddess which is Pentalphe a symbol of Rebirth, Spiritual Incarnation, and 

Enlightenment. In other words the Soul is Transmuted through Sanctification of the Soul
30

!  

 The Holy Mass of the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church will be performed in a manner 

similar to both, the Gnostic Mass of Thelema and Gnosticism as well as the Mass of the Roman 

Catholics. Many of the items used within the Catholic Mass will be utilized such as the 

Sanctuary Lamp and the Tabernacle. The Sanctuary Lamp represents the Light of Lucifer and the 

Inner Light of each and every Pentacalian. The Tabernacle is a container of diverse shape (may 

be locked if desired) that, in Pentalphe
31

, represents the Blessed and Holy Womb of Our Mother 
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 The Holy Spirit shall be Ascended down upon You, O, Holy Pentacalian! May the Guardians of the Graal know thy 
Joy, O, Mother! May the Priest and Priestess have Mercy upon the Womb of Sanctification for they are the Eclect!  
*Commentary: Eclect is someone that is an Eclectic. To have Mercy upon the Womb of Sanctification is to not 
foolishly choose one path to Enlightenment but to Make Your Own! To choose just one without checking out other 
paths would be harsh unto Your Soul for it Yearns for the Blessed Touch of Mary Magdalene! 
*Commentary: Mary Magdalene was an Initiate of the Mysteries and bestowed upon Christos, Yeshuah, the 
Sacrament of Chrism!  
31

 There is several histories, meanings, and usages for the Tabernacle. It is known as the Holy of Holies and is 
believed to hold within it the Spirit of God. Other stories talks about the Tabernacle being the final resting place of 
the Ark of Noah which holds within it the Ten Commandments. Personally I believe that those stories, the imagery 
of the Tabernacle (Jewish) is really something more than God related or maybe it is God related. Looking at 
¢ŀōŜǊƴŀŎƭŜ ǇƛŎǘǳǊŜǎΣ ƛǘΩǎ ŀƭƳƻǎǘ ƭƛƪŜ ǘƘŜ !ƴƎŜƭǎ ŀǘƻǇ ǘƘŜ ¢ŀōŜǊƴŀŎƭŜ ŀǊŜ άƘƻƭŘƛƴƎ ǎƻƳŜǘƘƛƴƎ ƛƴΗέ wƛƎƘǘ ƴƻǿΣ ŀǘ ǘƘƛǎ 
very moment I am seriously taking into consideration the Imprisonment of God or the Nephilim. 
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Sophia. The Tabernacle is consecrated and blessed as an item signifying the Holy and 

Illuminating Emanation of Thy Motherôs (Sophia) Womb. The Cake of Pan (and even the Wine, 

if so desired) may be kept within the Tabernacle before and during Mass. The Holy Mass 

(Pentalphe) is not designed to fill the participant Priest/Priestess nor congregation with the Holy 

Spirit of God or as a means of Salvation through Jesus Christ! The Holy Mass in its numerous 

forms is designed to be a sacred rite of Honor to the Goddess Divine in Her many forms and 

Enlightenment. The Pentacalian wonôt be enlightened just because they came to Mass and 

partook of the Holy Eucharist. The Mass is to reassure the Individual that Salvation is upon us all 

even if we have become the slave puppets of Demiourgos
32

. Consumption of the Cake of Pan 

and the Scarlet Wine of Her is a means of aiding the individual of the Demiurgic Grip. Only He 

or She can break the link but a little Divine help doesnôt hurt.  

 The Veneration of the Saints is recognized in Pentalphe as being the Act of 

Acknowledgment towards the Saints. The Pentacalian views the Saints as the Deities of Old 

Themselves or as incarnations of Them. The Pentacalian may pray to the Saints, honor them, and 

worship them even as Saints, Deities of Old or in a Voodoo/Hoodoo/Santeria etc. concept. 

Veneration of the Lwa/Loa and Orisha is Sacred unto Pentalphe. The Pentacalian doesnôt have to 

accept the Saints but can instead utilize Deities of Old. There are, however, several Saints that 

are recognized by the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church such as the Blessed Virgin Mary (and all 

of Her incarnations), Mary Magdalene, Yeshuah Christos (Jesus Christ), Saint Sarah (daughter of 

Christ and Magdalene), St. Lucy among others. The so called Saint Peter, the Apostle WILL 

NOT be recognized by the Pentacalian nor the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church as a Saint! Peter 

was the founder of the Church of Ialdabaoth, showed distaste for women, especially towards Our 

Blessed Lady of Magdala or Mary Magdalene! 

 The Pentacalian concept of Angels and Demons is similar to the Jewish, Christian, 

Islamic views of Angels and Demons. Angel originally means ñmessengerò in Greek which is 

what an Angel is but not wholly. Angels are honestly one the hardest subjects to discuss in 

Pentalphe because they were originally servants of God or other deity in most cases. We view 

the deity that most Christians, Jews, and Muslims call God in His many names as the Demiurge. 

Does this mean that Angels are creations of the Demiurge? Yes and no. The Creation of Angels 

and Demons took place sometime after the Great Egg hatched and released El and Shekinah. 

They partook of each other and made love which resulted in the creation of angels but not in the 

same way as Lucifer, Christos, and Sophia. As orgasm was upon them they formed enough 

energy to start the Big Bang and seven more. They rose up just as the Kundalini Serpent rises up! 

Sparks began shooting forth from this mass of energy which shot in every direction. Each of 

these sparks contained bits of Divine Essence which created angels as they came in contact with 

the Yang of the Universe. The Divine Sparks that came in contact with Yin became demons but 
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 Demiurge is the Latinized version of the Greek word ʵʹ˃ʽˇˎˊʴˈˌ ƻǊ ŘŜƳƛƻǳǊƎƻǎ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƳŜŀƴǎ άǇǳōƭƛŎ ǿƻǊƪŜǊΦέ Lǘ 
ŀǎ ŀ ƴƻǳƴ ƻǊƛƎƛƴŀƭƭȅ ƳŜŀƴǘ άŎǊŀŦǘǎƳŀƴέ ŀƴŘ άŀǊǘƛǎŀƴΦέ ¢ƘŜ tŜƴǘŀŎŀƭƛŀƴ is taking this in a Gnostic sense which is that 
the Demiurge may have been a creator but he was a flawed creator.  
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they were not formed on a strict basis. Due to the Universe being multi and androgynous in 

nature, the Yin Spark or Demons became female and male instead of just female. The Yang 

Spark or Angel became male and female instead of just male. Mixtures of Demons and Angels 

occurred as well.  

They began, after time, to be attracted to each other in the sense that El and Shekinah did 

which resulted in them giving birth to Angelic Demons or Demonic Angels. Angels, Demons, 

and their offspring were neither good nor evil but attracted to the light half of things or the dark 

half of things. Their offspring were attracted to both the light and dark. The Soul was created 

using Chaos, the Divine Essence from Sophia and strands of the Angelic/Demonic DNA. The 

humans that ended up with either aspect found themselves attracted to the dark or light side. 

Some people found themselves attracted to both sides which caused a balance and imbalance. 

The human would normally have a hard time creating a harmonious balance within their self. 

The ones who had experience from past lives would have a better control of this even if they still 

ended up in a loony bin. This is in many ways similar to Luciferian Christos and Sophian 

Christos.  

There are several varieties of demons but the most important demonic variation that I 

want to talk about is similar to the common view of demons. These demons are not known very 

well as in terms of good and evil but it is believed that they possess a balance of positivity and 

negativity. We shall call these beings Azul
33

 demon because they are helping us upon the left 

Pillar of Lilith for they cannot exist in the white Pillar of Christos
34

. The possessing or 

influencing
35

 spirit or demonic entity will increase the pre-existing psychological activity as a 

means of a ñGuiding Lightò so that the individual will overcome it. In this sense, demons are 

truly the offspring of Satan! This is meant as an encouragement to the Will so it will fight back 

etc. Success Will follow with Deliverance and Salvation from the Wretched demon of the Abyss 

(double negative). These type of demons are in a way the demons of the Abyss because they are 

helping the individual to destroy false aspects of who they (the individual) are. 

The Pagan Catholic, that is also a Gnostic, takes into consideration the Old and New 

Testaments. Not every little thing in the Bible is taken as dogmatic belief for the Pentacalian but 
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 Az or Azza is believed, information from a very reliable Magistra, to mean Help, hence the Azazel connection. Ul 
is Sumerian for Lunar which denotes the connection with the Left Pillar or Black Pillar of Lilith.  Azul translates as 
Helper through the Lunar or simply Lunar Help. A richer explanation of this is that the Left Pillar deals with Inner 
Demons such as psychological issues (Trials by Fire) and the Right Pillar deals solely with the knowledge of the 
Demiurge and Enlightenment but they both represent the Moon or Night and Sun or Day. Demons are the 
ƻŦŦǎǇǊƛƴƎ ƻŦ bƛƎƘǘ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƳŜŀƴǎ ǘƘŜȅ ŎŀƴΩǘ ŜȄƛǎǘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ [ƛƎƘǘ ƻr Day. Demon comes from the Greek ʵʰʾ˃˖˄ which 
means a helping spirit or Guardian Angel. This is your Guardian Demon in a sense or demonic half of your HGA.  
34

 It is through Christos, the Sun that we banish demons in Exorcism. Exorcism in Pentalphe is the expulsion of 
negative entities from the individual or house etc. by means of divine intervention which includes the Mother 
(other Sun deity etc.) or by reminding the individual that they are who they are and must overcome the demon 
within hence the utilization of a Crucifix in Exorcisms.  
35

 Many cases of demonic possession are actually cases of demonic influence. 
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more as a source for knowledge and wisdom; Knowledge of the Demiurge and Wisdom of the 

Divine. The Pagan Catholic also takes into consideration the Gnostic Gospels and so forth. The 

Bible is full of contradictions, falsities, and just down right misconceptions such as Mathew 

3:13-17 

13 ñThen Jesus came down from Galilee to John at the Jordan to be baptized by him.ò 

14 ñAnd John tried to prevent Him by saying, ñI need to be baptized by You, and are You 

coming to me?ò 

15 ñBut Jesus answered and said to him,òPermit it to be so now, for thus it is fitting for us to 

fulfill all righteousness.òThe he allowed Him.ò 

16 ñWhen He had been baptized, Jesus came immediately up out of the water; and behold the 

Heavens were open to Him, and He saw the Spirit of God descending like a Dove and alighting 

upon Him.ò 

17 ñAnd suddenly a voice came from Heaven, saying, ñThis is my beloved Son, in whom I am 

pleased.ò 

In verse 16 it is clearly stated that the Spirit of God which is also known as the Holy Spirit 

descends the Heavens in the form of a DOVE! The dove is a sacred symbol of the Goddess 

Aphrodite and others. The force that shone upon Jesus Christ was not masculine but feminine.  

 Pagan Catholicism is the combination and developing of Paganism and Catholicism with 

more than strands of Gnosticism. The Pentacalian views the Bible not in the terms of most 

Christians but in an alternative. For us the above verse being a reference to the Goddess is the 

true meaning of that verse. The Bible has not only been corrupted but also foolishly over looked. 

There is an entirety of biblical verses where misconception played the dominant factor. The 

Crucifixion Story has aspects to it that relate directly to the Osirian cults of Egypt. The Solar 

Eclipse is a direct association with Osiris who was known as the Black Sun. Other than these 

mystical concepts of the Bible there also exist some ordinary concepts that the False Church of 

Christianity would deem as Heresy if ever realized by Christians.  Mathew 27:11-25 is one of the 

most intriguing of all the New Testament verses concerning the Trail of Jesus. I cannot impart 

upon the extreme importance of such verses as the ones given above in the 27
th
 chapter of 

Mathew! Pontius Pilate actually viewed Jesus who is called Christ as being without guilt in the 

eyes of the Government. Pontius Pilot actually declares to the people of Rome that were present 

at the Trial of Jesus, that he washed his hands of the mistrial of this just man! Pentacalians as 

Pentacalians, as Pagan Gnostic Catholics and so on are proud to be heretics and blasphemers in 

the Eyes of the Church of Ialdabaoth!  

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

In Lux Deus Totus Scientia Exsisto Notus! 

In Lux Deus Illic Est Absentis In Nox Diabolous! 
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Agape Omega Thelema! 

Ty Laney ï Guardian of the Graal 
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Pentacalian Views On The Crucifix 

 
© Ty Laney ï Crucifix 

 

 The Crucifix in Pentalphe as a symbol is Hermetic and Alchemical in nature. For the 

Pagan Catholic it is also religious as it also is for the Luciferian Azazelites. In fact the symbol is 

philosophical for the Pentacalian. The Pentacalian does not strive to be like Christ but does 

believe that He set forth a very valuable philosophy (not Christianity) which the Pentacalian 

studies and utilizes to a certain degree. The Cross or equilibrium cross represents the Crossroads 

which for the Pentacalian is the commonly accepted truth of the story, the commonly accepted 

lie of the story, the commonly accepted ultimate truth of the story and the alternative to it all 

which is the path the Pentacalian ultimately goes down. The vertical line represents the spiritual 

or astral (even Divine) plane while the horizontal line represents the physical realm. This 

ultimately is signifying two opposites such as the Tetragrammaton or YHVH while the Cross 

adorned with a Rose in Full Bloom signifies the Union of Opposites which in turn leads to 

Divine Headship or God/desshood (Pentagrammaton or YHShVH). The Jesus upon it is to be 

replaced with You, the Pentacalian! This act of sacrifice signals your readiness to reject the 

physical world and enter the Abyss. Taking this view into an alternative is that you are saying 

that youôre ready to sacrifice your ego or the false self. In many ways the Crucifixion says, ñEgo 

Sacrificumò or simply put, ñSacrifice of the Ego.ò The False Ego or False Personality must be 
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destroyed for Enlightenment or Sanctification of Thy Soul through the Holy Immersion of Thy
36

 

(Her) Womb to take place.  

 The Four Armed Cross or Equilibrium Cross represents the five elements of Earth, Air, 

Water, Fire, and Spirit. The cross itself represents spirit which is the androgynous parent of the 

other four elements. Spirit is in essence a piece of Chaos. Spirit is an emanation of Chaos 

therefore Spirit has the creative instinct which gave birth to the four elements. Each of these 

elements have the creative instinct as well but they create in a different way that is in accordance 

with the nature of each element. Fire for instance will not actually destroy matter as much as 

transmute it into something else that still possesses a similar structure. The Human Body or Flesh 

and Blood is recognized by Gnostics as being evil because matter is evil. This view arose from 

the belief that the Demiurge created all physicality or the whole physical universe. This is where 

Pentacalians differ but yet we are on the same path. We just took a turn when weôre walking 

down the road. The Demiurge is not necessarily evil as much as flawed then turned into a 

vindictive entity that has issues up the yin yang literally! Matter is not evil but it does have its 

limits. The flesh will decay and bone will turn to ash. Blood will dry up and the organs will 

wither away. There is no stopping this process without first knowingly or un-knowingly 

accepting the risks. Immortality is not living forever in a physical vessel but existing upon a 

higher level of consciousness or being
37

. The Matter of the Universe is both negative and 

positive but the only real ñevilò of matter is the false concepts of being. We were created in the 

image of the Demiurge which is flawed, therefore we are flawed but we have the ability to 

overcome that in-completeness!  

 The body or your body upon the Cross signifies that you are at the crossroads ultimately 

in many forms and explanations. The crossroads is generally a symbol for rebirth which is what 

the Crucifixion signifies. It is the Sacrifice of the Ego, the time when you face your own personal 

abyss or hell which is accompanied with a person Satan or Choronzon that takes on the form of 

your False Ego. Not all Pentacalians or people in general will actually enter the Abyss in this 

sense, a lot of the time they will do it all on a physical and mental or psychological landscape. 

When the Pentacalian sees a Crucifix it reminds them of their trials and sufferings
38

 but it also 

tells them that they will be rewarded
39

 for their tribulations. This is an alternative view on the 

ñChrist died for your sinsò and ñRepent my child, and you shall know the Glory of God!ò We 

donôt accept these tribulations as a part of our religion and philosophy in the sense that we have 

to purposefully throw ourselves into turmoil so that we can become enlightened! The tribulations 

or rather trials are something that we all find ourselves enduring at some point in our lives even 

if we are blind to them. The Crucifixion reminds us of the suffering in the world and that we are 

above the demiurge! We can alter our reality so that we donôt have to suffer anymore because the 
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 !ǘ ǘƘƛǎ Ǉƻƛƴǘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ ǇƘǊŀǎŜΣ ǘƘŜ tŜƴǘŀŎŀƭƛŀƴ ƛǎ ŘƛǊŜŎǘƛƴƎ άIƻƭȅ LƳƳŜǊǎƛƻƴ ƻŦ ¢Ƙȅ ²ƻƳōέ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ DƻŘŘŜǎǎΦ  
37

 Being as in existing. 
38

 First Spiritual Mystery ς Trials by Fire  
39

 Fourth and Fifth Spiritual Mystery ς Traversing the Abyss (being rid of the false ego!) and Spiritual Incarnation 
Through Our Lady Babalon. 
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only real reason behind the enlightening truth of suffering is that we learn from our mistakes and 

learn to perfect our bodies etc.  

 Going into even more depth the small details of the Crucifix and Crucifixion story play a 

major role in Pentalphe. In fact you could go into extremely deep depth with the Crucifixion 

story alone such as the Gospel of Judas aspect. The Crown of Thorns in a strictly Kabbalistic 

sense represents Kether or the Crown which is the first Sephira upon the Tree of Life. This 

Sephira represents Godhood and basically Enlightenment
40

. The Thorns or Thistles upon the 

Crown of Thorns is representative of purification through pain. Donôt worry you, as a 

Pentacalian, doesnôt have to lash your back with a nine-o-tails till your bleeding a river! 

Unfortunately and fortunately these pangs occur in life as we live it. They purify the body in the 

sense that they make it stronger! Not stronger as in physically stronger but as in strengthening 

the Will which is connected to the physical body. You could view this connection as being the 

Will to Live and keep going on in life. These tribulations strengthen the Will to move forward 

and to avoid those mistakes etc. Many of the trials we pass through our because of our own fault; 

our own foolishness
41

!  

 The Entire Crucifix represents the Tree of Life (and even the Tree of Knowledge); the 

Head or Crown of Thorns is at Kether and the feet at Malkuth or the Kingdom. Notice how the 

head of Christ is portrayed as looking down instead of up or even forward! This is because he 

has not yet achieved Godhood. Him looking down is a reference to him viewing himself or 

projecting himself into the Abyss of Choronzon which makes up the eleventh Sephira which is 

between Binah and Chokmah. This sephira is called Daôath or Knowledge. Some translated it as 

Death which would also make sense because Christ is going through a rebirthing ritual and the 

Abyss is a place of Rebirth or rather Renewal! The plaque above the head of Christ that says 

INRI is generally accepted by Christians to mean, ñIesus Nazarenus, Rex Iudaeorumò which 

translates from Latin to Enlgish as, ñJesus of Nazarene, King of the Jews.ò There are numerous 

translations of its meaning throughout the bible but they all have a basis, ñKing of the Jews.ò 

This was obviously a false title but in an alchemical sense the INRI represents the phrase, ñIgne 

Natura Renovatur Integraò which means, ñNature will be renewed through Fire.ò There is yet 

another phrase, ñIn Neci Renascor Integerò which means, ñIn death one is born intact and 

pure
42
.ò Through this sense the Phoenix or Great Bird of Flame can be correlated with the 

Crucifixion. In fact the Phoenix is a sacred symbol to Pentalphe and it plays a role in the 

Creation myth. 

 This brings me to the Resurrection aspect of the Crucifixion story. It is true that the 

resurrection of Jesus Christ isnôt actually a part of the Crucifixion story but they are intertwined. 

Death of the physical body and the ascension of the spirit or soul is sacred in itself! When 
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 ¢Ƙƛǎ ƛǎƴΩǘ ŜǾŜƴ ōŜƎƛƴƴƛƴƎ ǘƻ ǎŎǊŀǘŎƘ ǘƘŜ ǎǳǊŦŀŎŜ ƻŦ ŀƭƭ ǘƘŜ ǎȅƳōƻƭƛǎƳ ŀǎǎƻŎƛŀǘŜŘ ǿƛǘƘ YŜǘƘŜǊΦ 
41

 We are The Fool of the Tarot ascending up the Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge! 
42

 http://www.freemasons-freemasonry.com/zeldis11.html 
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enlightenment occurs I donôt really believe that our physical bodies will die at the moment of 

enlightenment and remain that way. They might remain dead in an allegorical sense, however. 

This entire idea of the resurrection was prominent throughout the ancient world long before 

Christ. This is possibly Alchemy at its highest because the spiritual transmutation of matter was 

seen as the glorifying of the weak or turning base metals into gold. This was and is the 

Philosopherôs Stone! The Resurrection symbolizes the rebirth of Man into God-man or base 

metal being purified into gold (sun). Jesus Christ represents the Enlightened Man as does 

Buddha and Krishna. The Resurrection in the sense of Enlightenment which is the act of 

shedding or letting the old die so that the new can grow in its place is symbolic of the Miracle of 

the Mass.  

 Within Catholicism (Christianity) the Miracle of the Mass is the Transubstantiation of 

Bread and Wine into the Body and Blood of Christ
43

. By consuming this sacramental bread and 

wine you are accepting Jesus Christ into your life as Lord and Savior! For the Pentacalian Cake 

of Pan represents Flesh, Unity of the Physical World, Baphomet, Pan which is the ALL! The 

Scarlet Wine of Her represents Her Womb and the Menstrual Blood thereof. Menstrual Blood 

represents Inner Renewal or rather Physical Renewal. The Menstruating Woman represents The 

Gate of Eden or constant renewal. The physical act of menstruation is literally and symbolically 

the cleansing of the uterine wall. This is the bodyôs way or maybe natureôs way of keeping things 

fresh or fertile for fertilization. So, the Pentacalian doesnôt partake of the Holy Eucharist in terms 

of Salvation through Jesus Christ but as a means of aid in Personal Salvation. The Host 

ultimately represents the Cross while the Cross represents the Phallus of Baphomet
44

.  

 A final word before I close this article is the Lamb of God.  

ñThe next day John saw Jesus coming toward him and said, ñLook, the Lamb of God, who taketh 

away the sins of the World.ò ï John 1:29 

This symbol of Jesus Christ is a very well-known one and a very misinterpreted symbol! The 

Lamb was one of the ideal sacrifices that could be made to God (Demiurge) and was also the 

first offering that Abel
45

 gave unto God. Was this a symbol of ultimate sacrifice? Was Jesus 

Christ portrayed as the Lamb of God in reference to His slaughter upon the Cross? This is for 

Pentalphe and my belief, a misinterpretation! Jesus Christ did not die for our sins and if not, what 

does the Agnus Dei
46

 mean? The Lamb is not a reference to some Universal Sacrifice but to 

Yeshuah Christos as a Liberator. ñéwho taketh away the sins of the worldò is referring to 

Yeshuah as a Liberator. The Sins of the World is a reference to the Demiurgic Veil of Illusion. 

The only true sin is the sin of lying to oneself which is promoted through the Demiurgic Veil of 
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 I bet they would really shit if the host became a piece of flesh and the wine turned to blood. They would 
probably believe it was some satanic activity or demonic influence! 
44

 This is taken quite literally. Take a look at the penis of Baphomet to understand better. 
45

 To the Pentacalian Cain was the real Hero of that story! 
46

 Agnus Dei is Latin for Lamb of God. 
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Illusions. Christ taught the knowledge of the existence of this Veil and its creator, Ialdabaoth, 

Samael, and Saklas. This act not only enlightened individuals of the nature of the Demiurge but 

also abolished the sins of the world.  

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney  
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The Rosarium Serpent
47

 

 

 The Rosarium Serpent is the Goddess among other things. The word ñRosariumò is Latin 

for ñRose Gardenò which translates as Rosary. The Rosary and the Rosarium Serpent are 

connected through the Goddess and other symbolism. The Rosarium Serpent or rather Rosarium 

Serpens means and is a Serpent of the Rose Garden. The Serpent rests in the Rose Garden but is 

also part rose. The Rosarium Serpent is Scarlet to Crimson in color and a female. This Serpent 

symbolizes the Divine Worship of the Goddess and also the Sanctification of the Soul through 

the Holy Immersion of Thy Womb! The Rosarium Serpent also signifies the Kundalini Serpent. 

Kundalini is Sanskrit for coiled and signifies the belief that the Kundalini Serpent rests at the 

base of the spine (coccyx). When the Kundalini Serpent is aroused through yogic exercises a 

state of Nirvana may be achieved. This is only one of the many things that can be achieved 

through Kundalini Raising. The Hindu sage Sri Ramana Maharshi said that the Kundalini Energy 

is no more than the Self Energy. This would make sense because the Kundalini Serpent raises up 

into each of the chakras. Each chakra that the Self Energy comes in contact with transmutes. 

 The Serpent in general represents the Goddess and it also represents knowledge. Lilith 

disguised herself as a serpent in the Garden of Eden to tell Eve about eating of the Tree of 

Knowledge of Good and Evil. It was the Goddess and the Serpent to reveal to humans the nature 

of the Demiurgic Veil and of the Demiurge. The Temple of the Rosarium Serpent focuses upon 

the Rosarium Serpent and its worship. We worship the Goddess as a Serpent and in her other 

incarnations which include other animals. In Sex Magick of Pentalphe the Rosarium Serpent 

represents the Menstruating Vagina as does the Menstruum.  

 The Rosarium Serpent also represents the Ouroborous and alchemically the Rosarium Serpent is 

the Crucified Serpent. This symbol represents the Fixation of a Volatile Substance. The Rosarium Serpent 

has a role to play with the Eucharistic concept of Pentalphe. Within the Rosarium prayer it is said that 

there is a Rose Garden where in the center the Soul Crucified hangeth. A serpent wraps itself around the 

crucified soul and you ask the Goddess for the Scarlet Wine so that the Serpent may consume your flesh. 

The Serpent and the Wine are One just as the Ouroborous is Time! The Serpent is time so all flesh is 

consumed! 

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

Ty Laney ï Frater Lux Est Nostrum Deus ï Guardian of the Graal 
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Another serpent talked about in the bible is Nehushtan which was the Bronze Serpent of Moses associated with, 
later on, the Healing Serpentine Staff of Hermes or Caduceus. The Neshutan Serpent is depicted as slithered 
throughout the Tree of Life! 
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The Five Spiritual Mysteries of the Rosary 

 
Jesus praying to God, the Father in the 

Garden of Gethsemane by Heinrich Hofmann, 1890
48

 

 

 The Five Spiritual Mysteries are the Fifth set of Rosary Mysteries even though this set is 

un-official. These Spiritual Mysteries signify a major aspect in the life of a Pentacalian such as 

the trials talked about in Pentacalian Views on the Crucifix. These Mysteries have been added to 

the Rosary for several reasons. The Goddess such as Mother Mary is well known for pulling 

Individuals out of Purgatory. Purgatory is a state of being in which the individual suffers 

constantly which is similar to the Darkest Night of the Soul. Not all of the Mysteries deal with 

suffering. When suffering one can find ecstasy in the fruitfulness of being! Two of the Mysteries 

have enlightening meanings such as the Third and Fifth Mysteries.  

 The First Spiritual Mystery of the Rosary is Trial by Fire which signifies the very trials 

that I talked about in Pentacalian Views on the Crucifix. These are the incidents that occur in our 

life that must be acknowledged so that we can overcome them. These can be anything from 

mistakes that we made to an assault upon us by another individual. It is not karmic retribution for 

the negative or positive things we did in our life. Karma is strictly tied in with Destiny and there 
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 The Agony in the Garden of Gethsemane which is reminiscent of the Third Spiritual Mystery ς Darkest Night of 
the Soul. Mathew 26 but the actual Garden of Gethsemane scene with Jesus praying is recited in verses 36 -46. 
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are things that are going to happen whether if you want it to or not. There are times when these 

things have to happen in our lives and other times things just happen for no apparent reason. 

When this happens the Pentacalian takes that opportunity to learn from the incident.  

 The Second Spiritual Mystery of the Rosary is The Darkest Night of the Soul which is a 

time of doubt. You might feel as if God has forsaken you or that you lost complete faith in 

yourself. These are only two attributes attributed to the Darkest Night of the Soul. You must not 

let doubt consume you wholly because if you do then risk the chance of losing yourself forever.  

 The Third Spiritual Mystery of the Rosary is the Knowledge and Conversation with thy 

Holy Guardian Angel. This one deals with your Holy Guardian Angel (HGA) that is your Soul 

Sanctified or the Self Divine. The HGA is both a part of your psyche and a real entity. Your 

HGA is the most intimate friend you will make on your journey of personal salvation! Your 

Love is personal but not quite on the same level but not that one is better than the other! Your 

Holy Guardian Angel is also known as your Spirit Guide. 

 The Fourth Spiritual Mystery of the Rosary is Traversing the Abyss of Choronzon. The 

Abyss is your own personal Hell while Choronzon takes on the form of your False Ego or False 

Self (Personal Satan or Adversary). This Hell of yours is comprised of all the negative morality 

you had in this life or all of your past reincarnations. Once you have conquered your past fears 

and transgressions you will then face your False Ego. You must defeat this false personification 

of self or forever dwell in the Abyss of Deformity
49

. This is why you do NOT attempt the Abyss 

when you are not ready! When you defeat Choronzon you will move onto Abydos where Our 

Blessed Lady Babalon resides. 

The Fifth Spiritual Mystery of the Rosary is the Spiritual Incarnation through Our Lady Babalon. 

Babalon, in Pentalphe, is the Goddess of Reincarnation until She married Baphomet which 

symbolized the Universe as a Whole. In their sexual union Babalon became the Goddess of 

Spiritual Incarnation which means it is through Her that you are reborn a Magus in the New 

Aeon or that you become the Self Divine
50

. This is the ultimate sacrament of Divinity but also 

symbolizes the act of Making Love to the Woman you love a.k.a your Lady of Paradise. You 

will spill your blood into Her Graal of Abominations which symbolizes your total acceptance of 

the Destruction of Your Ego
51

. Then the most Sacred Act will occur by which you Make Love! 

This action symbolizes you spilling your Seed into Her Graal
52

 (womb) which is reborn into your 

Spiritual Incarnation into the New Aeon. 
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 The Abyss in Pentalphe goes by many names! 
50

 This does not signify that Pentalphe nor Enlightenment is only for Men but that Woman is the Redeemer of the 
Pig as described in The Gate To Eden. Your physical body is gender based while your non-physical body is not 
gender oriented! For women they become a Magistra in the New Aeon. 
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 This is in many ways a variant to the Crucifixion Story in Christianity; Jesus dying for our sins etc.  
52

 This Graal is not the same as the Graal of Abominations but is connected! 
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 These Mysteries are to be prayed as if you were praying any other set of Mysteries upon 

the Rosary. Each Mystery is intended to, when meditated upon, aid the individual Pentacalian in 

succession in accordance with each Mystery. The more that the Rosary is prayed as a devotion to 

the Mother Goddess the more in-tune you Will become with Her. The Pentacalian is not forced 

into Praying the Rosary but it is encouraged to do so. The Rosary does not have to be prayed as a 

Catholic Devotion but as a Devotion to the Goddess
53

. One of the biggest let downs for people is 

that the Rosary takes up so much time when praying it. The Catholic Church set down a series of 

days associated with each set of Mysteries. They also said that you do not have to pray the 

Rosary in a single day. There is no specific day that the Rosary nor Spiritual Mysteries should be 

prayed on but if you wish to then feel free to do so. I would, however, suggest to that you keep a 

special day open every week or how often you pray the Rosary. The Rosary canôt always be 

squeezed into the days of our life so that is why I say once a week. That can also be a problem 

which is also, at times, accompanied with depression. The Rosary is a cure for depression
54

 but 

sometimes when praying the Rosary while you are depressed you canôt pray it devotedly. When 

this occurs, you can either attempt religious and/or magickal means to get rid of the depression 

or find an everyday thing to take your mind off of things and be happy. I am not a physician but I 

do encourage you to check numerous resources (internet, people, library etc.) before attempting 

any medical treatment for depression or anything for that matter.  

 When I was a child I suffered from Tonic Seizures which became more of a Fear Seizure. 

This is my own analyzation of my epileptic syndrome in life. My mom would describe these 

seizures as, ñhe would find somewhere to hide, get in a fetus position and stare off into space. It 

was almost like he was showing the behavior of a whipped animal.ò I havenôt had any luck in 

discovering what type of seizure this was or if it was a seizure at all. The doctors would never 

say anything about it. Eventually these episodes seemed to stop then I began having very short 

anxiety attacks but I donôt know they were at all associated with my childhood epilepsy or not. 

These anxiety attacks occurred a few years ago and were aroused by times of great depression or 

shock on some level. One of the earliest medications I was given was Tegretol (Carbamazepine) 

which I was on for several years until my neurologist said that new studies show that Tegretol 

may cause liver damage. He then transferred me over to Trileptal (Oxcarbazepine) which I have 

been on for the rest of my life until a few years ago when I quit taking it. I stopped because, as I 

felt throughout the Tegretal stage, it wasnôt helping me at all and if anything making it worse. I 

never did tell my neurologist about this and havenôt been to see him sense! I was dealing with a 

great amount of depression throughout my life but I always thought it was because of my 

pessimistic views on everything. Now, I am wondering if my medicine had anything to do with 

it. I also realize that those anxiety attacks occurred sometime after I stopped taking Trileptal.  
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 Any Goddess can be prayed to with the Rosary. The Prayers might have to be altered, depending on your specific 
beliefs with the specific Goddess that you are praying to. 
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 Think of it as a Spell you did to bring happiness. With the Rosary you are asking the Goddess to be a part of your 
life etc.  
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 I looked went to Google search and typed in, ñDoes Tegretol cause depression?ò then I 

found http://www.alternativementalhealth.com/articles/drugdepression.htm which claims that 

Carbamazepine or Tegretol does cause depression! I went to WebMD and tried a few searches 

but found nothing about Tegretol or Trileptal causing depression. This could be a result of me 

quitting my medicine but my depression started long before I started taking trileptal! The point 

of me rambling on like this is that you should always check out the medication you are being 

prescribed instead of taking the good doctors word for it! I was taking Tegretol for years and 

never knew that my liver could be at danger!  

 

May the Blessings of the Lord and Lady be upon you ALL and YOUR CHILDREN! 

Amen. 

Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

AGAPE OMEGA THELEMA! 

Ty Laney ï I may be the High Priest of the EGCC but I am no different than you are! 

  

  

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.alternativementalhealth.com/articles/drugdepression.htm
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The Rosary and Its Method of Prayer 

 
Rosary 

ñé poor banished children of Eve
55
ò 

 

For most people the Rosary is either a Catholic Devotion or that it is unknown. Not 

everyone accepts nor understand the Rosary of Our Blessed Mother! The Rosary is, even within 

the Catholic Church, Goddess devotion! It is my belief that the Rosary grew throughout the 

Catholic community as Goddess devotion in secret. Obviously peasants or the clergy could make 

their belief in Mary as a Goddess literal for fear of torture and execution! The fact is that the 

Rosary may and may not have been a Goddess Mary devotion for everyone that did utilize as 

such. It is a possibility that the Rosary was being prayed as a devotion for Mother Mary when in 

fact it was a devotion to some other Pagan Goddess.  

People have argued over my intrigue with the Rosary. I never was really interested with 

the Rosary until around 2007 ï 8 before I founded Pentalphe. A Pagan friend of mine urged me 

to stay away from the Rosary as it was a horrid and wretched device! Eventually I began fearing 

the Rosary and removed it from my altar. Around the time I told this friend about the Rosary he 

said what he said I began fearing it but also having body aches! I had the Rosary upon my altar 

for a few days before I told him but it wasnôt until after I told him that these atrocities began to 

occur! Not until later did I realize what may have actually been going on. He was by no means a 

fan of Christianity and one of the many people that claimed that Christ actually said that you 

should kill and torture Pagans! The strange thing is that these people would never give you a 

straight answer when you ask, ñWhere can I find that in the bible?ò  

Later on my faith within the Rosary was re-established. I began praying the Rosary as 

directed by the Catholic Church. I was lucky enough to have found several old Catholic Missals 

or Prayer books that belonged to my grandparents. At this point I was extremely interested in 

Catholic Mysticism which was difficult to find material on. My views began to change as I 
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started to fully accept the Demiurge as the Christian God. I needed to find a new way to pray the 

Rosary. Not until several months ago I constructed a finalized version of the Rosary. Well, it is 

basic Rosary Prayers for the Pentacalian. I will get into the Prayers later but first let us talk a 

little bit about the Rosary in Pentalphe.  

The Clergy of the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church and of its branches will not be 

required to pray the Rosary but they will be required to offer some form of Goddess Devotion. 

This can be, for two people that are in love, an act of making love. You would be venerating not 

only the Goddess but Women also by letter her be on top! No, this isnôt some male chauvinistic 

pig thing. The Missionary Position generally represents slavery of woman or in other cases it 

represents God (male) Ruling therefore wouldnôt Cowgirl be considered Goddess Ruling? The 

Pentacalian in general will not have to pray the rosary but must also keep a Sacred Devotion to 

Her such as Love Making; note that I said ñLove.ò It is encouraged though that the Rosary be 

utilized because it in general is a magickal tool and a powerful prayer device. People shun the 

Rosary because it takes so long to pray but that is where the efficacy lays. The longer you pray 

the Rosary and Concentrate, the more effective it will be. Apply some basic ideas of magick and 

you got yourself a charm, talisman etc.  

The Catholic Church has issued 4 sets of 5 Mysteries each. As you no doubt know, the 

Five Spiritual Mysteries makes the Fifth set of Mysteries. Well, unrecognized but then again I 

donôt look to have anything within the Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church recognized by the 

Vatican! These Mysteries are to be prayed and or meditated upon with the Rosary. Prayers will 

be offered in an upcoming book dealing specifically with the Pentacalian Rosary. Each mystery 

will aid you if meditated upon appropriately. The Goddess will help you out of the Darkest 

Abyss when You need Her but more importantly your Lover will Help You Up!  

Sacred Art The Soul of She Who Hath Known You 

For She Who Hath Known You Knows No Other Soul 

Holy Art The Wine of Her Womb 

For The Wine of Her Womb Shall Be The Blossoming Flower of Your Tomb 

 

May The Phallus of He Who Hath Loved You Know You 

For He Who Hath Known You Knows No One But You 

Let His Holy Semen Be Upon You 

For The Girdle of Isis Art Around You 

 

 The Rosary can be made from basically anything and have as little as One Decade solely. 

A Decade is a series of Ten Beads which are usually used in conjunction with Prayer Meditation 

of the Ave Maria or Hail Mary prayer. The Rosary is an item similar to Mala beads of Buddhism 

or simple Prayer Beads of Paganism. The Rosary can be made up of 15 or more Decades to equal 
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a grand total of
56

 169 beads not including the medal and crucifix. For the most part the Rosary 

will only consist of Five Decades and may be prayed throughout the week. It is not a necessity to 

pray the Rosary or even to have one. If the individual Pentacalian wishes, the medal may be 

changed for another symbol and the Crucifix changed with another religious symbol such as the 

pentagram. The Five Spiritual Mysteries donôt have to be utilized in Prayer or Meditation but 

may be exchanged for other meditations etc. You donôt have to pray the entire Rosary every time 

you pick it up but usually a single decade following the beginning Prayers starting with the 

Crucifix and going up to the medal or simply on the Crucifix.  

 The Prayers may be changed for personal reasons and/or magickal purposes. The Rosary 

is a device used for prayer and meditation to and/or about the Goddess. Mother Mary can be 

altered to Lilith or Kali. Hecate or Diana may be your favored for the Rosary or it might be 

Kwan Yin or Erzulie. There are hundreds if not thousands of Goddesses and maybe even a 

hundred more we donôt know about yet. Does this seemingly complete and utter worship of the 

Goddess leave no room for the masculine? Even the Christians (primarily Catholics with this) 

venerated the Goddess (Mother Mary) even though they were an almost masculine mystery 

tradition. In fact I believe that maybe the early roots of Christianity were a corrupted or became a 

corrupted mystery tradition centered on the Masculine. You might be asking, ñWill Mother Mary 

really reply if I pray to her?ò Yes, she will answer your prayers but only if you are really 

meaning them as with any other prayer or spell! I have personally prayed to Mother Mary by 

reciting Ave Marias upon the Rosary and off. It might have taken more time than I wanted but 

She did reply. I usually prayed for a kitten or a cat of ours that was sick or hurt; they recovered 

within a week or two! 

 In fact it is because of my disability to believe in a Goddess that led me to the Goddess 

and my understanding of the Christian God that I came to hate! Around the year 2007 I was in 

the back yard when this really thin cat came up to me and started rubbing up against my leg. I 

was stunned and thrilled that she (the cat was a she) did this because she was the first cat to ever 

come right up to me and be so loving. I asked the neighbor kids if she belonged to them and they 

said no, so I took her inside. I didnôt know if my mom would let us keep her because she was 

complaining about the cats we already had even though she loved them as much as I did. I tried 

to not get attached to her because I knew we might not be able to keep her. My mom who had 

nursing training and worked at a hospital realized that this cat was malnourished. We began 

feeding her canned cat food and eventually got her fixed.  

 She needed a name and I seemed to always be the one naming pets. I didnôt mind it but it 

did become frustrating when you couldnôt think of a good name. I suggest Mary Anne and we 

all, Mary included, agreed on it. Mary would, from the summer of ô07 to the summer of ô08, get 

better then worse and better then worse again etc. She was my whole world to be honest, I loved 

her a lot! Towards the end we started getting her some baby formula which generally was Iron 
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based. Yeah, it was expensive but we had to do something! If anyone here reading this can get 

choked up easy or something then skip to the next paragraph and the first three sentences of that 

next paragraph! On August 23
rd

 she was not doing good at all and it bothered me because I 

couldnôt help. I eventually started getting pissed at any animal that was hurting and tried to get 

me to help. I got so pissed because I didnôt know how to help! I went to bed that night and woke 

up the next morning. She was no-where to be found and my mom was out running errands. I 

looked but not really good because I part of me knew she might have passed on. I donôt know if I 

could have dealt with that or not. Mom came home about an hour after I woke up and found her 

behind the couch I was sleeping on! She died in sometime in the night before midnight according 

to my mom. I think she was just saying that because that day we found her dead, was my 

birthday!  

 Up till one year from that point I viewed my birthday as her death day. I never really 

liked birthdays but this was something new. It didnôt seem to help much because that next year 

two other cats died. Blue Eyes, the oldest cat we had died on August 18
th
 at the age of 15. 

Another cat we had for little over a year that popped up shortly after Mary did and loved each 

other pieces had a litter of kittens. She had them sometime during March so they were several 

months old by the time my birthday rolled around. Their father was a black cat that got torn to 

shreds by our neighbors (he belonged to the neighbor kids) dogs! There was three kittens but the 

one looked just like his dad. I always wanted a black cat and even as a child I had a black cat 

stuffed animal that came up missing. He died the day after my birthday!  

 After Mary passed on I became distraught and latterly cussed and damned God for taking 

her away and not me instead. I prayed night after night for him to have taken me instead of her. 

She wasnôt even three years old at the most! I knew that death had nothing to do with God and I 

also knew that it was only a cycle of life. I was using Maryôs death as an excuse to hate God! 

Around September I became attracted to the Rob Zombie song, American Witch which was also 

known as Lords of Salem. I already fell in love with Dreamer by Ozzy but this song really 

touched me as well. I eventually said FUCK IT and told God that I was through with HIM! !! I 

eventually turned to Paganism
57

 and worshiped Cernunnos even though I didnôt have a Goddess 

or even really accepted a female deity I would say Lady or the Goddess. After about a week they, 

especially the Lady, told me to go back to Christianity! This caused me to begin to hate the 

Pagan gods but I did as they said. It didnôt feel like they were being cruel but they said I needed 

to learn more about why I left, about why I hated that God so much. I studied Christianity and 

about one day before the New Year I came across Jason Perdue. I eventually joined the Order he 

founded and learned a great deal about Gnosticism. I read things about how the True God wasnôt 

the God of Abraham and Jacob etc. These papers gave reasons as to why this was instead of just 

saying that the Abrahamic God was evil or something. It took me awhile to figure out everything 

but I learned a great deal and learned that the Goddess and God wanted me to learn about the 

Demiurge.  
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 On February 1
st
 without knowing that there was any meaning to that day, I self-initiated 

myself into the Order of the Skull (not Skull and Crossbones). The rite was originally called the 

Rite of Hecate but Jason said I could change it to Sophia. I wasnôt the most skilled magickian at 

that time but I tried! I read the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram from a book while 

performing it. At one point I caught my hair on fire. I was doing all this in the living room by 

light of the electric Christmas tree and as I called upon Sophia, something happened that almost 

made me shit my pants! A right hand (I just knew it was the right hand) touched my left 

shoulder. It was both feminine and masculine at the same time. I was fearful but yet I was in a 

state of awe. After that the Goddess Sophia became my Matron! My belief in the God dwindled 

but eventually was rekindled.  

 The Rosary is made up of 7 main prayers not including the Mysteries or the Pentacalian 

Creed. The Rosary as a Prayer always begins upon the Crucifix which is generally where you 

make the Sign of the Cross. This is a beginning prayer that denotes the belief in Hir, Christos and 

Sophia the Sun/Son and Daughter of Hir. You perform this action before all prayers and religious 

actions. It is usually done with Holy Oil or Holy Water but in this case you will hold the Rosary 

and the Crucifix as you place the Crucifix before your forehead and make an equal armed cross 

twice. Once for ñIn the Name of the Fatherò and another for ñand in the Name of the Mother.ò 

Take the Crucifix down to your left breast and say, ñand Sophia,ò as you make another cross. Go 

to your right breast and say, ñand Christos,ò as you make yet another cross. Place the Crucifix 

before your forehead again then bring it down to the center of your chest vibrating, ñAmenò 

while visualizing a gold stream. From your left breast to your right breast visualizing a silver 

stream while vibrating, ñSanctus Est Nostrum Reginaò or ñSanctus Reginaò for short. Then place 

the Crucifix at your left breast, visualize a red sphere emanating Love or Agape and vibrate, 

ñAgape." At your forehead visualize a white sphere emanating Goodness or Happiness and 

vibrate, ñOmega.ò Down at your right breast visualize a purple sphere emanating spirituality or 

simply giving off a spiritual vibe like ghosts, vibrate, ñThelema.ò You have just learned and 

hopefully performed, The Sign of the Cross.  

 This can get strenuous and very time consuming with all of the other prayers so you can 

divide this prayer and meditation into two so it will fit a single prayer instead of having to pray it 

twice for each prayer. You can perform the ñIn the Name ofò part before a prayer and the rest 

after the prayer. This prayer can get time consuming and strenuous but it fills you with Inner 

Peace if performed with your heart and soul. When it is performed like this then the only thing 

about it that can be viewed as bad is that it is time consuming. You can perform this prayer as a 

single prayer itself and/or for inner peace. The next several prayers will be given as separate 

prayers then a description of the Rosary will be given.  

Prayer To Lucifer  

O, Holy and Bright Morning Star 

Who Art Lucifer, the Bringer of Light 
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Come Unto Me This Night
58

 

And Be Within My Life! 

Guide Me Unto The Path of Enlightenment 

Lend Me Thine Lamp of Illumination 

So, That The Veil of Ialdabaoth  

May Be Lifted Up From Thine Eyes!  

Prayer To The Holy Guardian Angel
59

 

O, Holy and Sanctified Angel of Thy Self 

I Call Upon Thee This Night and Day 

Be One With Me 

You, Who Art So Glorious and Divine! 

You Are Thyself Sanctified, Thy Soul Divine! 

Be One With Me In The Pastures of Green Grass 

Within The Deep Blue Waters 

Within The Fiery Tempests of Thy Soul 

And the Airy Wings of Divine Inspiration! 

Our Father  

Our Father (Christos) Who Art In Heaven 

Hallowed Be Thy Name 

Thy Will Is That of the Sun 

Guide Us Unto The Light of Understanding and of Acceptance 

So, That The Black Flame Atop The Head of Baphomet, 

Which Is The Fire of Azazel, The Bearer of Flames! 

May Burn Brightly In Thy Heart and Soul! 

And Let Not The Veil of Ialdabaoth Fall Upon Our Eyes.  

Lvx et Nox! 

Our Mother  

Our Mother (Sophia) Who Art In Heaven 

Hallowed Be Thy Name 

Thy Will Be Done On Earth As It Is In Heaven 

O, Holy Mother
60

, Look Upon Thy Childe 
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Grasp of Ialdabaoth! 
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 This prayer should most definitely be customized by you but this will be a most basic prayer concerning the Holy 
Guardian Angel. 
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Guide and Sanctify Thy Soul In The Holy Immersion of Thy Womb 

Lead Us Not Into Temptation But Deliver Us From Our Own Corruption
61

 

So, That We May Find Our Own Path! 

Lvx et Nox! 

 

Hail Mary  

Hail Mary, Full of Grace 

The Lord Is With Thee 

Blessed Art Thou Amongst Women 

Blessed Is The Fruit of Thy Womb, Jesus
62

 

Holy Mary, Mother of God 

Pray For Us Sinners 

Now and In The Hour of Our Death! 

Rosarium ï Litany of the Goddess
63

 

+
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 Holy Mother, Mother of God, Queen of Heaven who hath bestowed thy Soul upon this Vessel.  

+ Grant us through the Power of the Holy Rosary, Peace of Mind. 

+ Grant us through the Power of the Holy Rosary, Harmony of Sanctification. 

+ Grant us through the Power of the Holy Rosary, Sanctification of thy Soul. 

+ May the Soul be Sanctified as a Rose Blossoms into Bloom. 

+ You are the Mother of Thy Soul! 

+ You are the Mother of the Holy Host of Stars. 

+ You are the Holy Mother and Heavenly Queen Adorned with a Crown of Roses,  

+ And a Halo of Twelve Stars. 

+ Guide Us, Your Children, unto the Holy Ghost that is Your Womb. 

+ So, That We May Be Consumed By The Glory and Holy Flames of Heaven That Is The 

Sanctification of Thy Soul. 

+ Holy Virgin Mother, Bestower of The Rose; Thy Soul. 

+Grant Your Childe The Blessings of Thy Heart. 

+And Reveal Unto Thee The Rose of Thy Being. 

+ Holy Mother, Mother of God, Queen of Heaven Bestow Upon Us The Rosary of Thy Soul. 

+In Your Most Sacred Temple, Thy Soul, I Beseech Thee To Guide Us Unto The Rose Garden 

Which Beareth Within The Center A Crucified Serpent. 

+Upon The Cross Thy Soul Hangeth As The Rosarium Serpent Slithers Up Thy Feet and 
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 A lot of times when these kind of things are said, asking for Divine Aid, we are simply on asking for help and not 
to put our complete destiny in Their hands even though They had a hand in our destinies.  
62

 You can change this to Yeshuah if you want.  
63

 A Litany is generally a lengthy prayer that consists of both the Priest/ess and the Congregation. In this case only 
you or you and your lover.  
64
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Entangles Thy Body. 

+Grant Unto Us The Sacred Wine of Your Womb, O, Mother! 

+So, That The Serpent May Consume Thy Flesh. 

+I Pray Unto Thee Holy Mother of God, Queen of Heaven 

+To Grant Us The Scarlet Wine of Her 

+So, That We May Be Adorned With The Rosarium Crown Alongside You In Heaven. 

+The Final Resting Place of Thy Soul. 

+Amen. 

+Sanctus Est Nostrum Regina! 

Agape Omega Thelema 

The next two prayers that will be presented are not necessary for the Rosary but may be used if 

you wish. The first prayer, Salvatio is a prayer of Salvation generally to be said after Prayer 

Before A Crucifix. The latter prayer mentioned may be said solo by standing in front of a crucifix 

either looking contemplating its Holiness
65

 or visualizing it then contemplating it while praying 

fervently.  

Salvatio ï Prayer of Salvation
66

 

Thy Soul Sitteth Upon The Throne of God, 

In The Bed Chamber I Lieth With My Queen/King. 

As An Act of Holy Matrimony I Eat of the Cake of Pan 

And Drink of The Scarlet Wine of Her. 

May The Rosarium Serpent Ascend Thy Tree of Life. 

From The Deepest Chasms of Malkuth  

To The Highest Peaks of Kether. 

I Shall Know Thy Own Salvation and  

Work Out Thy Own Redemption  

As The Holy Trinity Is Upon Thy Soul! 

The last three lines of the Salvation Prayer were inspired by the movie The Exorcism of Emily 

Rose which showed her tombstone and a biblical inscription upon it: 

ñWork out your salvation with fear and trembling.ò 

While the whole passage from Philippians 2:12 reads: 

ñTherefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyedðnot only in my presence, but now 

much more in my absenceðcontinue to work out your salvation with fear and trembling,ò 
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 5ƻƴΩǘ ŦƻŎǳǎ ƻƴ ǘƘŜ !Ǝƻƴȅ ǘƘŀǘ /ƘǊƛǎǘ ǿŜƴǘ ǘƘǊƻǳƎƘ ōǳǘ ǘƘŜ ƳŜŀƴƛƴƎ ǘƘŀǘ !Ǝƻƴȅ ƛǎ ƻƴƭȅ ŀ ǇŀǊǘ ƻŦ ƭƛŦŜ ōǳǘ ƴƻǘ ƭƛŦŜ 
itself!  
66

 Salvation is a referring to Enlightenment. 
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This verse in Pentalphe is referring to ñbelief in oneôs selfò instead of constant belief in a Higher 

Power which denotes a significant amount of dis-loyalty to the Self! 

Prayer Before A Crucifix  

I look upon thy self crucified, thy soul sanctified! 

I shall sit upon the Throne of God! 

As the Crown of Thorns adorns thy Head 

The Flames of Malkuth shall burn brightly in thy heart. 

I shall ascend the Stars of Heaven. 

I shall traverse and conquer the abyss! 

As I give thyself unto the Graal of Babalon 

I shall redeem thyself with the Blood of Saints. 

I sanctify the soul with the Scarlet Wine of Her 

And I purify the body with the Cake of Pan 

Upon the Phallus of Baphomet,  

The Cross of Golgotha! 

As I sanctify the Soul I live  

In Agape Omega Thelema! 

 

The Pentacalian Creed 

I believe in One True God Whose Name shall be revealed never. I believe in Hir Sun upon earth 

who art Christ and I believe in Hir daughter who Fell and Redeemed Herself who art Sophia. I 

believe and worship the Sacred Feminine with a Bloody Rose. I believe in the Multitude of 

Deities of Old. I believe in the One True and Sacred Mother of us all and the One True Father of 

us all. I acknowledge the Secret Saints of the Catholics and I believe in the Bearer of Light who 

art Lucifer. And I bow to NO man nor do I bow to any God except the Sacred Feminine of Her 

Rose. No woman shall bow to a man and NO man shall bow to a woman who he does not love 

truly and whole heartedly and NO man shall bow to a woman of false imagery. Drink of the Holy 

Graal and Be Merry! 

And I believe In One Esoteric Gnostic Catholic Church United Under the Universal Law of 

A:.O:.T:.. 

And I believe in the Communion of the Sacred Feminine as a whole, who art the True Goddess 

and Mother of us all for we are each a Star óneath Her Starry Gaze. 

And as for the Scarlet Wine of Her and the Cakes of Pan are transmuted unto us In Spiritual 

Substance daily, I believe in the Miracle which beareth upon the Cross of Baphomet. 

And I confess one Baptism of Wisdom whereby we accomplish the Miracle of Incarnation. 
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And I confess One, My Lady of Paradise/Lord of Darkness who art thy lover eternal and 

incarnate for all of time.  

And I confess my life One, Individual, and eternal that was, and is and is to come.  

Agape Omega Thelema! 

Sanctus Regina! 

Amen! 

 

 The Pentacalian Creed as with any prayer can be misunderstood but for the most part I 

want to clarify that when the Creed says, ñI believe in the One True Godò it does not refer to a 

King God or anything like that. At times Hir will be called God which refers not to a male deity 

here but the One etc. Hir is by no means the Head of the Universe, the sole creator of it or us etc. 

Hir is the combination of the God El and the Goddess Shekinah.  

 Another aspect of the Creed that may get confusing or troublesome is the belief in the 

Saints and Old Gods (Deities of Old). You are not required to venerate the Saints but if you do 

they are to be kept in a Pentacalian frame of mind. The fact that they are the Children of God is 

abolished! The belief that God rules over us is abolished! You are not required to worship 

everything deity in existence or the entire pantheon of a specific tradition but to worship the 

Goddess and it is recommended that a God is acknowledged for balance.  

 When the Creed talks about bowing to neither man nor any god it is reminding us, male 

and female, that we as individuals bow to NO ONE! We bow to no false god or any slave god 

such as the Demiurge! We do not make them bow to us but simply we just ignore them and teach 

them that a slave is no one but the person they desire to have control over for they are too weak 

to ask for help, to acknowledge that difference is nothing to be afraid of, or to realize that 

disobedience is a gift! It goes onto to say that a Woman shall not bow to a man and a man shall 

not bow to a woman of false imagery. The act of bowing is reminiscent of a Marriage Proposal 

and that a woman should not be excited that he proposed that she doesnôt see the truth behind the 

mask if there is one. The man should be marrying her for her Love and not the desire in his 

pants. Donôt be idiots when getting married, think about it and get your priorities to straight! 

Make that the person you are marrying is truly the person that you want to marry and not 

someone you think you want to or should marry.  

 Remember that the Rosary is not a Christian or Catholic devotion but a Goddess devotion 

and should always be used with the Goddess in mind and love in the heart. I will now explain 

step by step where each prayer should be prayed while using the Rosary. 
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Crucifix  ï The Trinity (In Nomine Patris etc.), Prayer Before A Crucifix, and Salvatio.  

Chain
67

 - Prayer to Holy Guardian Angel (HGA) or Lucifer 

Large Bead ï Our Father 

Chain ï If you chose the HGA prayer for the first chain, you pray the Lucifer Prayer here and 

the HGA next time then Lucifer etc.  

Three Small Beads ï Hail Mary 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Large Bead ïOur Mother and Announce the First Spiritual Mystery 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Medallion ï Rosarium 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Ten Small Beads ï Hail Mary 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Large Bead ï Announce the Second Spiritual Mystery 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Ten Small Beads ï Hail Mary 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Large Bead ï Announce the Third Spiritual Mystery 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Ten Small Beads ï Hail Mary 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Large Bead ï Announce the Fourth Spiritual Mystery 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Ten Small Beads ï Hail Mary 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Large Bead ï Announce the Fifth Spiritual Mystery 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 

Ten Small Beads ï Hail Mary 

Chain ï HGA Prayer or Lucifer Prayer 
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 This is the piece of chain between the crucifix and the first large bead then the chain between that bead and the 
first small bead. The next set of chain will be the chain after the first three beads and the chain that connects the 
ŦƻƭƭƻǿƛƴƎ ƭŀǊƎŜ ōŜŀŘ ǿƛǘƘ ǘƘŜ ƳŜŘŀƭƭƛƻƴΦ LΩƳ ǎǳǊŜ ȅƻǳ ǳƴŘŜǊǎǘŀƴŘ ǘƘŜ ŎƻƴŎŜǇǘ ōȅ ƴƻǿΦ  
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Mary Magdalene: The Bride of the Lamb 

 
Mary Magdalene by  

Leonardo da Vinci 

  

Mary Magdalene or Mary of Magdala has had a bad rap simply because She was a 

woman of Liberation! Mary Magdalene was not like other Women of Liberation which we 

associate today as Feminists. A Feminist in the truest sense is a woman or man that stands up for 

Womenôs Rights. Today when someone hears of a Feminist that automatically think that you 

have to be a female and that you are against all men in the belief that they are all pigs. This is not 

a true Feminist; this is a cult leading of Womenôs Liberation into Self Denial! Womenôs 

Liberation is really about Womenôs Liberation and there is no room for a man in the Liberation 

of a Woman because only a woman can liberate themselves as can only a man liberates 

themselves. Mary Magdalene is venerated not only as a Saint within the Esoteric Gnostic 

Catholic Church but also as a Divine Master!  

 In the most recent years the interest about Mary Magdalene has seemed to have reached 

an outspoken height within the public mainly due to Dan Brownôs The Da Vinci Code. To prove 

that people are lazy enough to wait for the movie rather than read the book, the interest in Mary 

went to an even higher level with the public as The Da Vinci Code, the movie was released! It is 

a great thing that belief and veneration of the Holy Mother has been reinstated to the public but it 

is also a shame that it had to be done by and through the media! The truth is that not many things 

can be presented to the public without the media being involved. Mary Magdalene is venerated 

upon July 22
nd

, according to Catholicism. As with any Christian denomination (not including 

Pentalphe as it is NOT a Christian denomination) the veneration of Jesus Christ comes first then 

the other saints including Mary Magdalene. Christianity has been corrupted from being a Male 

Mystery Tradition to a Male Mystery Tradition of Feminine Subjugation! Pentalphe is neither a 

Feminine nor Masculine Mystery Tradition but simply a Pagan oriented tradition, religion, and 
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philosophy that acknowledge both the Male and Female! Honoring the Great Mother is as 

important as honoring the Great Father! 

 We have primarily three sources or categories to look at for information on Mary 

Magdalene. The First source is Canon or Church Accepted Scripture which is as you can guess 

the Holy Bible or more directly the New Testament; primarily the Four Gospels of Luke, Mark, 

Mathew and John. The only actual verses that I have come across within the Four Gospels that 

talk or refer to Mary Magdalene are: 

Luke 8:1-3
68

 

Luke 24 

Mark 15:40 and 47 

Mark 16:1 and 19 

Mathew 27:55-56 and 61 

Mathew 28:1 

John 19:25 

John 20:1-18 

The Second source of information is the Forbidden Texts or Arcane Scriptures that never saw the 

day of light by the Christian Church. These texts include the Gnostic Gospels, Apocrypha which 

paint Mary Magdalene in a very different manner compared to the Accepted Scriptures that we 

know and love! First of all Mary Magdalene is showed as being a very important companion to 

Jesus or Yeshuah Christos on more than a disciple level! We are introduced to the fact that Mary 

Magdalene and Jesus Christ may very well have had intimate connections. We also see that Mary 

Magdalene is actually held higher than all of the male Apostles! Jesus was definitely not carrying 

on what is known today as Christianity! The Third source is legend, magick and the media. The 

media may be corrupted but it is also useful just as is religion. Legends as in Fairy Tales also re-

tell the story of Mary Magdalene such as Her Persecution by the Church and Her associations 

with Christ. Magick as in actual connections with Mary Magdalene or talking with Her!  

 The Holy Grail plays a major role in Pentalphe and the Story of Our Blessed Magdalene 

Rose! The Holy Grail represents many things but for the most part it represents the Womb of the 

Goddess or the Womb of Mary Magdalene. What is so special about Her Womb? The Womb of 

Mary Magdalene carried the Bloodline of Jesus Christ! Yeah, yeah, I know that itôs nothing new 

but that doesnôt make it a faded out trend! Let us look deeper into the symbolism which can and 

will help you understand the Womb of Mary Magdalene being the House of the Princess
69

! The 
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 Luke 8:2 states that seven demons were cast out of a woman called Mary, the Magdalene but does NOT prove 
the fact She was a whore! Mary Magdalene was not a whore and regardless of what Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince 
say in The Templar Revelation, Mary Magdalene was not a Hierodule or in other words a Holy Slut!  
69

 House is a place that you dwell within or live within hence the Womb being a house for the fetus etc. It is said 
ǘƘŀǘ ǘƘŜ /ƘƛƭŘ ǘƘŀǘ aŀǊȅ aŀƎŘŀƭŜƴŜ ōƻǊŜ ǿƘƛŎƘ ǿŀǎ ǘƘŜ 5ŀǳƎƘǘŜǊ ƻŦ /ƘǊƛǎǘΣ ƘŀŘ ǘƘŜ ƴŀƳŜ ƻŦ ά{ŀǊŀƘέ ǿƘƛŎƘ ƳŜŀƴǎ 
άtǊƛƴŎŜǎǎέ ƛƴ IŜōǊŜǿΦ ¢Ƙƛǎ ŀƭǎƻ paints a whole new picture of what the Tabernacle or Holy of Holies is! 
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Womb generally represents Motherly and Life Giving aspects but it also represents Pleasure and 

Divine Essence! There is no greater way to conceive a child than in the act of Love Making! The 

Goddess represents the Eternal Mother and Her Womb is what gives Her Her Feminine 

Attributes. Within Pentalphe the Pentagram encompassed by a circle represents the Five 

Elements of Creations within the Womb of the Mother. Life cannot be sustained without all Five 

Elements even Spirit. We need Water to survive because our bodies are largely made up of water 

which we need to keep constant or else problems will occur. Body Heat is something that we 

need as long as we do not overheat and suffer from dehydration. Air is a necessity because we 

need it to fill our lungs which keep us alive. Earth is a necessity because it is shelter, it supplies 

Water, the Trees take in the carbon monoxide which cleans the air for us to breathe, and Heat or 

Fire can be supplied through the burning of wood.  

 Without Spirit we are simply a complex blob of meat, water and heat that breathes air or 

oxygen. Spirit is what animates us and it tends to work through, on some levels, the brain. The 

brain is what sends the signals throughout the body for our heart to pump blood, for our lungs to 

work properly, for us to do just about everything. We might believe that we are self-dependent 

but the truth is we are completely dependent upon our brain to survive. The pentagram which 

represents the Five Elements and the Human Body as seen in The Vitruvian Man by Leonardo da 

Vinci encompassed by a circle or the Womb would suggest Life. The Womb is also symbolized 

by the Chalice, Cup, Cauldron, or other bowl like vessels. The Womb like Vessel as well as the 

Womb is designed to hold something in such as a baby or liquid (vaginal fluids and/or amniotic 

fluid). The Semen of the Phallus is the Seed of Creation but the Womb is where it all takes place 

for the entire course of the womanôs pregnancy.  

 If Jesus Christ really did institute the Eucharist (bread and wine) for the followers of His 

ministry at the Last Supper or Passover before His arrest and eventual crucifixion and Mary 

Magdalene was really present there, how do we know that maybe this Eucharistic Feast wasnôt 

actually a rite of symbolic sex? The bread may have represented the male as most bread was in a 

long loaf similar to a phallus. The cup or chalice filled with wine which was an alcoholic 

beverage that would cause a slight sensation of peace is an obvious reference to the womb. 

Unlike what people believe Jesus Christ and Mary Magdalene may very well have been in Love 

which did constitute sexual relations but not that one or both of them lived Sacred Sexuality in a 

ñfuck free style!ò Perhaps this rite was a Marriage based ritual or even a form of marital baptism; 

more on the lines of a marriage anniversary.  

 Mary Magdalene represents Female Divinity, not necessarily that She is or was an 

incarnation of the Goddess per se but that Mary Magdalene was simply a Savior as Christ was. 

Mary and Yeshuah presented a philosophy that, in accordance with Ancient Times, accepted that 

both Male and Female are equal in the sense that neither were ever higher than the other. Christ 

may very well have been a disciple if not a Priest etc. of the Osiris Cult as Mary may have been 

the same of the Isis Cult but one thing is for certain, there was a relationship between Mary 

Magdalene and Yeshuah Christos that did NOT present Christ as being dominant to Mary! The 
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Templar Revelation deals a lot with figuring out just who was who and is highly devoted to 

understanding Mary Magdalene and even John the Baptist which is revealed in a whole new 

light! I wouldnôt suggest any Pentacalian take this book seriously as truth per se, not that itôs full 

of lies because I donôt know but it isnôt in tune with the beliefs of the EGCC, but it is highly 

recommended as a useful source of information even if the information is only optional. It is not 

the goal of the EGCC to prove who Mary Magdalene was to the world. In fact I canôt really say 

that I know for a fact that Mary Magdalene was the lover of Jesus Christ or even if the two 

mentioned people ever existed! To fully believe any historical record is honestly gullibility. It 

may in fact be a five thousand year old scroll or a ten thousand year old book tablet but that 

doesnôt make it truth! Anyone can write anything and get away with it as long they are dead and 

there is minimal recorded information about it such as the Bible. I am not saying that the Bible 

and all of the Lost Scriptures are fraudulent but that when it comes to history we have to accept 

that fact that it may not be accurate. Donôt give me that crap about officials or important 

individuals telling the truth because they were supposed to! Do you really believe that every law 

fighting officer in the world will always give an accurate account of how they brought a criminal 

to justice? If you do believe it because you canôt accept the fact that maybe, just maybe they 

some police officers in the world are really bad cops you can leave now unless you can accept it! 

No, just for one cop to go bad doesnôt make the whole bunch of them bad! 

 According to Arthurian legend
70

 the name for the Holy Grail is Sangreal which is 

coincidentally French for Holy Grail. When the word Sangreal is spoken in French, the ñeò takes 

on the sound of an ñaò which would make Sangreal, Sangraal. In Old English Grail was written 

as Graal. Sangreal can be made into two other forms which are San Greal which means Holy 

Grail and Sang Real which means Royal Blood. So, Sangreal means both Holy Grail and Royal 

Blood which does indeed give this legend a whole new twist. For anyone with knowledge back 

then would have understood the Holy Grail in this context as being the unborn child of a royal 

lineage such as kings. Jesus Christ was already understood as being a part of the lineage 

associated with David and Solomon or rather the Tribe of Judah. It was believed that Mary 

Magdalene was also a direct descendant of the Tribe of Benjamin. It was said that Mary 

Magdalene fled either Egypt to France, the Holy Land to France, or from Rome to France 

according to what your source is. She was pregnant nonetheless and bore a baby girl which was 

named Sarah. Sarah, according to legend, married into a line of French Kings known as the 

Merovingian Kings. 

 Following will be a ritual designed to honor Mary Magdalene. It is designed as a solo 

working but can be made to have more than one person working it. This ritual will be 

Pentacalian in nature and may be altered for the individualôs needs. Instructions on preparing the 

Cake of Pan and the Scarlet Wine will be given as well. Always remember that the Rose and 
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 Sometimes the legends and myths of the world tell the story in a much clearer and precise manner than history 
even if legends and myths happen to almost always conceals hidden messages! 
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Skull represents the Scarlet Magdalene and Dark One of India (Kali). Yes, the Rite of Magdalene 

is Eucharistic in nature as are several other Pentacalian rituals.  

 

The Rite of Magdalene 

 

 The Cake of Pan which represents the Phallus of Baphomet or simply Pan in general 

represents our bodies that will be Sanctified by the Scarlet Wine of Her. The Scarlet Wine 

signifies the Goddess and Her Womb therefore the Juices within as well. It is recommended that 

for those Pentacalians (male and female, that are in love) to mix vaginal fluid with the Wine or to 

simply replace the wine with vaginal fluid and to add semen to the Cake of Pan, either cooked 

within or spread upon as if you were spreading cheese upon a cracker. The Eucharist can be 

Sexual as well, oral sex or simply letting both partners be on top but preferably for a Goddess 

rite such as this, let the woman be on top. This signified not only denial of the Church 

(Christianity) but also the Liberation of Women. This is why Sex can and is such an important 

part of Negro Missae
71

.  

The Cake of Pan can be made by combining flour, lard or shortening, oil of pine
72

 and 

semen if you wish but it should be used to smear upon the Cake of Pan before it loses its potency 

as a magickal excrement which is with-in fifteen minutes of ejaculation. For best results you 

should probably make several cakes especially if youôre going to be using them daily in the Mass 

of the Phoenix
73

. For four small cakes use one tablespoon of shortening and constantly add a 

little bit of flour, kneading it with a little water until you get dough. At this point you have a 

small pile of flour ready use. Add anywhere from three drops of pine oil to a teaspoon of oil. To 

make things easy you should have the oil in a small bowl then put the dough into the bowl 

mixing it around in the oil, adding small amounts of flour until you have it all mixed together. 

Take the dough out and place it upon a piece of wax paper (10òx10ò or more) then put another 

equally sized piece over it. Using a rolling pin spread the dough out into a pan cake. Make into 

four cakes then put into the oven on a cookie sheet. Bake at 500 degrees for ten minutes then turn 

the cakes over to bake for another ten minutes. They will be hot and breakable so be careful.  
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 Negro Missae is the Latin spelling of Black Mass and is dedicated upon defiling the Foundations of Demiurgic 
Christianity etc. Any false religion that bows to the Demiurge such as Judaism and Islam are included. Negro 
Missae is performed upon January 26

th
 by performing a Black Mass similar to that of Old Times.  

72
 You can make your own pine oil by obtaining, legally, a hand full and placing it in a mason jar etc. with about half 

a cup of oil if the pine needles makes a full cup. Get the oil hot but not boiling then pour into the jar and put 
something heavy upon the pine needles. Let it sit for anywhere from half an hour to an hour and half. Store in the 
refrigerator and remember you only need to use one teaspoon at most for one wafer or cake. Anything associated 
with Pan can be substituted for the Pine Oil.  
73

 The Mass of the Phoenix is generally known as a Thelemic ritual but there is also a Pentacalian ritual by the same 
name that allows the Pentacalian(s) to perform daily mass at home. The Phoenix is a symbol of reincarnation, of 
rebirth which is what the Eucharist is meant to be, a rebirthing rite.  
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The Scarlet Wine of Her is not as complicated as you might think it is considering that 

you just read that you have to bake. You will not have to brew your own wine but if you can 

legally brew alcohol in your state or place of residence then feel free to do so. For the most part 

the Wine should be some shade of red but preferably dark red to symbolize blood, the Goddess, 

and the Womb. If you wish to you may add some water to the wine or replace the wine with 

juice. Once again the juice should be red or dark red but you really canôt find a juice that is just 

red without being dark in color. Fresh juice is ideal and should probably be pomegranate juice 

but if you canôt drink a red juice such as cranberry or pomegranate due to allergies then you can 

use apple or grape juice etc
74

. The apple signifies Divine Knowledge, the grape represents the 

Greek Messiah figure known as Dionysus, and the Pomegranate is a symbol of the Underworld 

(Abode of the Dead) which would also equate this fruit with Persephone. You have been given 

the knowledge now interpret it! Blood may be added to the Wine as with the Cake (not mixed 

with semen obviously). This may be regular blood or menstrual blood. If you do add semen to 

the Cake of Pan then add vaginal fluids to the Wine.  

Materials:  

*Cake of Pan ï only one is needed for one to two participants.  

*Scarlet Wine of Her ï only about a cup is needed. 

*Three Candles to represent Agape (red) Omega (white) Thelema (purple)
75

 

 

This is all that is really needed but you can add other things such as: 

*Red to a Dark Red Altar Cloth 

*Red Candle(s) to represent the Goddess 

*Silver and Gold Candles if you want to bring Goddess and God into the mix 

*Incense ï preferably rose or myrrh but any Goddess/Magdalene scent will work 

*Rose Water for sprinkling and blessing ï an Aspergillum may be used. 

*Jewelry and Garments may be used but preferably a red to dark red garment.  

Step One ï You may either perform a banishing or a simple circle casting ritual. If you do 

choose to bless the area with Rose Water which should be blessed in the name of the Goddess 

then you should do so now before the ritual proceeds any further. If you wish to you may use the 

following blessing prayer and technique: 

Place your hands over the vessel of water and direct and visualize white energy (or whatever 

color you prefer) pouring into it charging it. As you do this recite the following prayer and 

blessing: 
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 Fresh Spring Water etc. may be used if needed, just add a few drops of red food coloring.  
75

 Substitutes for colors: Red ς any shade of red or white, White ς yellow, blue, orange, Purple ς dark blue or 
orange. 
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Goddess O, So Divine 

Mother of Purest White 

And of Crimson Lips 

I Beseech Thee Tonight 

O, Dearest Mother 

Unite With Me This Night 

And Grant Me  

The Power of Sanctification 

Through Peace of Mind  

And Harmony of Heart! 

 

O, Dearest Mother 

I Beseech Thee This Night 

To Lend Me Grace of Heart 

So, That I May Sanctify This Water 

In Your Ever Blessed and Eternal Name! 

(Add the Name of a Goddess if you wish) 

Step Two ï Next, you should light any other candles you have as you should have lit (you 

should be proof reading this before actual performance is undertaken!) the three Agape Omega 

Thelema candles prior to the actions of step one. This is also the time to light any incense that 

you may have or to anoint yourself etc. Stand in front of your altar, focused, and say out aloud, 

ñIn Nomine Patrisò as you draw (visualization and energy direction is crucial here) a white cross 

upon your forehead. As you move your hand down to the middle of your chest you should say 

aloud, ñet Materò as you trace another white cross. Move over to your left breast and repeat the 

procedure but say, ñet Christosò then doing the same at your right breast say, ñet Sophia.ò 

Starting at your forehead down to the center or middle of your chest visualize a stream of golden 

light as you intone
76
, ñAmen!ò From your left breast going over to your right breast repeat the 

same procedure but a stream of silver light instead of gold and say, ñSanctus Reginaò or 

ñReginaò as you visualize the silver stream. At your left breast visualize an orb or simply a ball 

of red or scarlet light emanated the essence of Agape or Love. As you visualize this ball of red 

that emanates love you should intone, ñAgape.ò If you test this out, as you should if youôre not 

familiar with vibrating words, you will quickly realize that the words which sound ñgoofyò when 

vibrated are better when vibrated with a musical tone of voice; rhythm is the key and goal here! 

At your forehead visualize a ball of white which emanates the essence of Omega or what Omega 

represents to you (Good Will for me) then (still keeping the visualization in mind) intone, 

ñOmega.ò Once again you will visualize a ball of light that takes on the color of Thelema or 

Purple and accompanying your right breast. Intone ñThelemaò as you hold this visualization in 
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 Take a deep breath then vibrate the word amen as you visualize the stream of gold going down your chest from 
ȅƻǳǊ ŦƻǊŜƘŜŀŘΦ [ƛǘŜǊŀƭƭȅ ǾƛōǊŀǘŜ ǘƘŜ ǿƻǊŘΣ άŀŀŀŀƘƘƘƘƘƳƳŜŜŜŜƴƴƴΦέ aŀƪŜ ǎǳǊŜ ǘƘƛǎ ŜƴǘƛǊŜ word(s) lasts for the 
ŜƴǘƛǊŜ ǘƛƳŜ ƛǘ ǘŀƪŜǎ ǘƻ ƳŀƪŜ ǘƘŜ ƎƻƭŘŜƴ ǎǘǊŜŀƳ ŜǘŎΦ ¢Ƙƛǎ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ŘƻƴŜ ǿƘŜƴ L ǎŀȅΣ άLƴǘƻƴŜΦέ  
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your mind and of course that the ball is emanating Thelema which is what it represents to you 

(Will or Spirituality for me).  

Step Three ï Sing a song of romance, love, compassion, and passion to your lover, the Goddess! 

Yes, this is as it sounds; Sing a song of romance, love, compassion, and passion to your lover, 

the Goddess which is your mortal, physical woman that you cherish above all other women! As 

you do this end it, if it suits you both which are now encompassed with Love on a Spiritual and 

Physical level, make passionate love! 

Step Four ï If you must or need to you can skip the song dedicated to your lover and dedicate it 

to your chosen Goddess or simply to the Goddess in general! Here, is a song or rather a literary 

piece that I made in Honor of the Goddess: 

Goddess O So, Bright 

As The Night You Were Born Into My Heart! 

I Replace You With No Woman 

For You Are The Only One For Me 

(Give a Name of a Goddess)! 

 

O, So Special You Are To Me 

My Goddess Delight! 

The Brightest Star Among  

The Fires of Heaven! 

O, So Keen You Are To My Love! 

O, So Fruitful You Are To My Life! 

O, My Goddess! 

Step Five ï Partake of the Holy Communion by blessing the Cake of Pan over the blessed 

Scarlet Wine of Her. If you add the semen and/or vaginal fluids then make sure they are fresh! If 

there is a woman she should consecrate the Wine as the man should consecrate the Cake.  

Cake of Pan Blessing 

Flesh of Flesh 

Blood of Blood 

Bone To Bone 

My Flesh Rotteth Upon the Cross 

As My Soul Ascendeth Into Heaven! 

Scarlet Wine of Her Blessing 

Wine To Wine 

Blood To Blood 
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Womb To Womb 

My Goddess,  

I Drink of Thee! 

 

If there is a man, he should take up the Cake of Pan and break it in half if there is a woman to 

share it with and if not then donôt break it. Take it up and say, 

ñI Eat of This Phallic Cake which signifies the Union of Luciferian Christos!ò 

Eat the Cake of Pan then the woman, if there is one, should take up the Scarlet Wine of Her and 

say,  

ñI Drink of This Wine which is Blood and the Sacrament of the Holy Ghost!ò 

Drink of the Scarlet Wine of Her then proceed to Kiss your Lover
77

 and to perform a banishing, 

or to simply proceed to a banishing, making sure to thank the Goddess and God but especially 

the Goddess!  

 

The End! 
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 This Kiss signifies not only thanks to the Goddess but also Thanks to the Ritual your lover performed with you as 
an act or rather a sacrament of Love! 
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The Luciferian Church of Azazelites 

 

What Is Pentacalian Satanism? 

 
Melek Taus 

 Satanism comes in many different varieties but the two main versions are Old and New 

Satanism. Old School Satanism or Old World Satanism is the belief in and worship of Satan as 

described by Christianity. This involved many if not all of the details from medieval records of 

the Witches Sabbaths (Diabolical and not Pagan). New Satanism is, as you guessed, Satanism 

that re-appeared either in public or underground as philosophical or religious Satanism either 

based upon LaVeyan Satanism in some way or focused on the beliefs of versions of Satanism 

that erupted from the out spoken philosophy of LaVey. Either neo-satanic systems organized 

from the belief of LaVey and the satanic systems that were brought into being from LaVeyan 

Satanism or were similar to the beliefs of these satanic systems. Many people may dis-agree with 

me about both versions of Satanism but this is the Truth in the Eyes of the Esoteric Gnostic 

Catholic Church. It is true that Satan like figures of various masks such as tricksters, deity of the 

underworld, deity of Hell etc. have been worshiped throughout the ancient world. This, however 

is NOT Satanism as we know it today but ancient ideas and beliefs concerning the entity we now 

call Satan and Lucifer. Satan and Lucifer are separate entities but they both have ancient 

predecessors. Looking at the Book of Enoch which is the oldest known record that details any 

form of Satanism or Demonological praise, we see that Cain and his descendants partake of life 


